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Small Fire Causes Gasson $20,000 Damage
by Michelle Fletcher
A small fire broke out in Gasson
Hall, last Monday, February 10 at

there were no injuries.
The damage to the building is
estimated between $20,000 and
$25,000. It was incurred mainly by
the extensive smoke rising from the
basement. The smoke travelled along
the northwest side of Gasson
reaching up to the third floor, accor-

approximately 10:30 am. The
building was consequently closed for
about five hours.
The smokey blaze was sparked by
a welder's cutting torch in the baseding to Romeo.
ment of the 73 year old building,
The rooms most affected by the
where renovation work is being done.
flames and smoke were rooms 102,
The Newton Fire Department
the Department of Research and
responded immediately, finding a
Development, and the classrooms
minor fire enveloped in primarily
202 and 302. Other damage was
smoke. The contractors, who are
unavoidably caused by firefighters in
under the supervision of Boston Coltheir attempt to reach thefire. Some
lege Building and Grounds supervisor
walls had to be removed by the
John Romeo, extinguished the sparks firefighters in the process. Waterof fire with nearby garden hoses and
damaged carpeting in the rooms was
fire extinguishers.
removed and will be replaced. The
Initially, classes being conducted in walls of the affected room will be
the building remained uninterrupted
and the Newton Fire Department
left.
The flames, however, were not
completely extinguished, as a small
aperture in the basement ceiling concealed some of the blaze from sight.
The small blaze smoldered slowly,
and spread.
The first floor smoke detector was
again triggered, as the smoke spread
through the upper floors. The
Newton Fire Department returned to
the scene to extinguish the fire. The
firefighters had to open a hole in the
wall of.a first floor office to reach
the flames.
BC Police ChiefKenneth Watson
reported that the building was Newton Firefighter amidst hoses and5*.
evacuated in an orderly fashion and smoke in Gasson Monday

painted over to eliminate the smoke

damage, according to Romeo. Other

repairs have been initiated already
and will continue through next week.
The Boston College Bi- Weekly
reported that Romeo emphasized
that the contractors working on the
site followed all fire prevention pro-

cedures. He added that renovation
work will continue in Gasson
because, "the mechanical room
where the fire started incurred virtually zero damage."
The building was closed all day
Sunday for extensive cleaning, and
restoration of the affected offices and
classrooms.
Renovations were begun this year
in the basement of the aging Gasson
Hall. Constructed in 1913, the
building stands as the oldest building
BC's Chestnut Hill campus-
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Newton Firefighters attempt to reach the fire in Gasson 102

Six Tentative UGBC Candidates
Meet With Election Committee
by

Rita Pandit

Letters of Intent to run for the office are due February 24. No official
This year's UGBC Presidential campaigning is permitted until midElection Committee held an informal night of that same day. "In the letmeeting with potential candidates ter the candidates must include the
Thursday February 13. Six prospecnames of an appointed treasurer anrl
tive candidates attended. Election manager," Donahue, a sophmore,
Committee Chair Nancy Donahue, said.
said, "These are the people who
Nomination forms are due three
came to the meeting but I have to days later on February 27. They must
stress that they are all unofficial have a minimum of 200 signatures
candidates."
and no more than 250 with duplicate
names disqualified.

A View To Shangri-la
Photo by John Guillemin

"I hope to keep good communication between the candidates and
myself. The meeting was basically for
us to get to know each other. We
went over the UGBC Election Code
and by-laws, and we do plan to meet
again soon," said Donahue.

were chosen to be on the Election
Committee. The committee is also expected to run the senate elections next
fall. They will coordinate and run all
UGBC elections and enforce the election code. They also are responsible
for the publicity of the election including the election dates, times and
places. All campaign literature and
materials must get a stamp of approval from the committee.
The Election Committee is also
responsible for administering the
Election Code. The following violations of the election code are
punishable by fine: illegal campaign
procedures, such as stuffing the
ballot box or campaigning within fifty feet of the polling area;
distributing materials without the
Election Committee Seal; not waiting

'I hope to keep good communication
between the candidates and myself.'
?Election Committee Chair Nancy Donahue

The next scheduled meeting bet- two hours after materials are
ween the candidates and the Election stamped by the committee to
Committee will be Wednesday, distribute them; not removing all
February 18.
campaign materials by midnight of
The other six members of the Electhe election day.
tion Committee include Steven
"We will also arrange three canDaSilva, Jennifer Crosby, James didate forums. They will be held on
DeAngelo, Bob Checkosky, Michael Newton, Upper Campus, and one in
McLaughlin, and Erin Callahan.
McGuinn Auditorium. The first
full
members
of
the
There are seven
thing we will do officially is *o colcommittee and seven associates.
lect the Letters of Intent. As of now,
"The associates are those who no one has written their official letbasically have less time than a full
ter," said Donahue.
member but they will be helping
The Primary Elections will be held
throughout the campaign," Donahue on March 17 and 18. Candidates will
commented.
have one week before Spring Break
The Election Committee Selection
and eight days after the break to
Committee [ECSC], made up of four make their best effort to win the stusenate members, randomly picked 50
dent vote. Although official camstudents,
undergraduate
full-time
paigning does not begin until the 24th
not
academic
who are
seniors nor on
of this month, some candidates are
probation from the University
starting to gather support and
Registrar. From these 50 students, 14
prepare their campaign strategies.
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Update

Pregnancy
Help

Manila Election Violence Tylenol Poisoning Deaths

?
WHITE PLAINS, NY?Extra-Strength Tylenolcapsules laced with cyanide
account,
taken
under
?
MANILA?Based on half of the country's tally sheets
continue to be discovered in Westchester County, New York, where 33 yearthe Filipino National Assembly's official vote count put Ferdinand Marcos ? old Diane Elsroth was fatally poisoned February 6.
ahead with 6.2 million votes late last week in his bid to remain the nation's I Four states banned the sale of the pain-reliever last week after Johnson
president. Opposition leader Corazon Aquino, with 5.4 million votes has : & Johnson, Tylenol's producer, announced that contaminated capsules are
already claimed victory and has announced that she would not accept the 5 reportedly present in more than one lot of the product. A Johnson & Johnson
Assembly's proclamation of Marcos' re-election for another six-year term. ? spokesman was quoted by the Boston Globe last week as saying, "We're
The violence ensuing from the turbulent socio-political atmosphere of the ?agoing to continue sampling and testing [the capsules] until we get to the botarchipelago has continuted to escalate despite attempts to maintain peace J torn of this." More than 80,000 capsules had been tested by Friday and conduring the election. Violations include murders, tortures, abductions and the : tinued analyses were conducted throughout the long weekend.
maiming of innocent civilians. Sources on the islands have reported that both
Marcos' and Aquino's supporters have contributed to the hostile conditions,
but they cite the former's factions as being the most destructive.

782-5151
We offer free guidance and
counselling for pregnant women
and girls who want a solution
that's not abortion.

Rats Move to Back Bay

A Heightspublic service announcement

have been infiltrating Boston's poorest as well
as most affluent neighborhoods. Increased condominium living has also been
an attribute of the rodent infestation. Samuel Wood, an administrator
of
the Boston Rodent Control Program, told the Boston Globe: "In the 1970's
studies showed there to be about one rat for every two people in
But the rat population in some of the fancier parts of the city is probably
one-to-one now." In some of the poorer areas of the city, the situation is
considerably worse, with the ratio presumed at being two rats for every
human.
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BOSTON?With increased construction and the Hub's restaurant trade boom-

ing, extremeamounts of rats
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The world's leading
test prep organization.

Interviewing date is March 14

CALL NOW FOR
INFORMATION:

[

Newton
Boston

244-2202
482-7420

NASA Shuttle Investigation
CAPE CANAVERAL?Late last week, the ad-hoc presidential commisMuu
investigating the space shuttle Challenger tragedy announced that it might
have discovered a major factor contributing to the explosion of the spacecraft.
By closely examining hundreds of impounded films and tapes, the group
discovered that a considerable puff of black smoke appeared on the side of
one of Challenger's solid rocket boosters at the moment of ignition.
NASA spokesman Jim Mizell was quoted by the Boston Globe as stating,
"All I can say is that [the smoke] is there and it's unusual." The commission speculates that this irregularity was the cause of the explosion which
destroyed Challenger and its crew of seven approximately one minute after
launch.
Compiled by Anthony Varona

CONSIDER YOURSELF
"AT HOME"

Cambridge . 661-6955
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ast week I went ona
bUnd date She
the
i1
r
most beautiful girl I ever met. When I
first saw her, my heart beat so fast I thought it
!
would jump out of my body and compete in a 440
; '\u25a0: '
dash. I wanted to impress her; so impulsively I took her
to the best restaurant in town.
All was going well and I anticipated the beginnings of a beautiful
friendship. Maybe more. What I didn't anticipate was her appetite. She ate
enough to feed a track team through a week of tough workouts. When the bill
came, I didn't have nearly enough cash.
She was polite enough about paying her share. But when I called her
up the next day, she disguised her voice to sound like an old woman and
informed me that, misery of miseries, her dear college-aged granddaughter
had just left town to join a travelling dance troupe.
What did I do wrong?
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It's not too early to start thinking about your
housing for next year. Off-campus apartments
are an important consideration for BC students
required to find housing far 1 school year. We
cater to BC students and would like to guide
you through your apartment search.
Come see Us!
$50 OFF
At Home Realty, Inc.
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223 Harvarci Aye.
Allston, MA 02134
(617) 738-1820

THE BANGS HAVE IT.

-Undernourished and Underloved

DEAR UNDER,
Love is a funny thing, eh? One minute you're staring into the warm
depth of someone's eyes; the next minute you're staring into the cold recesses of an empty wallet.
You did two things wrong. First, you tried to impress her with food.
That's the way to a man's heart. Second, youforgot that no one is impressed
when you invite them out andthen can't pick up the check. Next time,
remember to take along something that will impress her: the American
Express 8 Card.

YOU CAN GET THE CARD NOW.

.

Because we believe that college is the first sign of success, we've made
it easier for you to get the American Express Card. Graduating students can
get the Card as soon as they accept a $10,000 career-oriented job. If you're
not graduating yet, you can apply for a special sponsored Card. Look for
student applications on campus. Or call qs^-.-^-.-^-.
i-800-THE-CARD,
andtell them you want a
]?VEL
student
application.
SERVICE
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[986 American Express Travel Related ServicesCompany, Inc.
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Let us cut you in on fashion's newest accessory: Bangs. But bangs
like never before. Soft or geometric. Or crackled and fringed. Worn
with the new finishing products: WET, SLICKER, or THICK ENDS.
We're waiting to show you how at your SEBASTIAN ARTISTIC
CENTER. The difference between OK and extraordinary.

Alexander
SALON

163 Newbury St.
Boston, MA

900 Washington St.
Braintree, MA

(617)267-1450

(617)848-7686

WE'RE A SEBASTIAN ARTISTIC CENTER.

s

"£

MADEMOISELLE
COSMOPOL,TAN

ARTISTIC CENTER, WET, SLICKER, THICK ENDS are trademarks of Sebastian International.
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Students Battle Problem of Missing Children
by

heads the committeefor community

Heidi Henson

awareness. She and others are involvCollege
Chapter
Boston
of
the
ed with talking to children and letThe
Society for Young Victims [SYV] ting them know what a stranger is,
conducted a safety seminar for and what they should do if they are
Lowell Public Schools last week, as ever approached.
The other committee is led by
part of that group's effort to comjunior John Parisi and Louie Enribat crime against children.

'We wanted to make the kids
aware that even though the world
is a good place, there are people
that they have to look out for.'
?SYV Member Patty Cox
There are currently two million
children missing in the United States.
As the statistics increase, so does the
concern of many students here at BC.
BC's SYV chapter is the only one at
any college campus in the United
States.
Two of the committees of SYV at
BC have been active in the community. Patty Cox, a BC sophomore,

quez, a sophomore. Their group is
helped by Dr. Ronald Goldstein, a
professional in the field of missing
children. Together, he and the committee will go out and actively search

for children who are reported missing. They are first to be notified by
the police, and then they drive to
wherever the child was last seen to
look for any evidence.

The search committee drove to
New Hampshire last semester to
search for a missing child

The committee also has conducted
'mock searches' in the Newton area.
During these, people are shown how
to find a child, what to look for, and
what to be prepared for in this sort
of a situation. The searches provide
a great service Enriquez says. "Coming out and searching for kids shows
to the world that people are important. It's a really good thing to know
that you're helping out," Enriquez
said.
The community awareness committee is helping in equally important
ways. During their recent trip to a
Lowell elementary school, they spoke
with first, second, and fourth
graders. The group discussed what
the children should be careful of in
addition to receiving the children's
feedback. The kids were very interested, Cox said, and many of them
had definite knowledge of the
dangers of strangers.
The day went really well, according
to Cox, who said, "We wanted to
make thekids aware that even though
the world is a good place, there are

SAFF and MassPIRG Debate
Funding System at Senate
by

Karen Sullivan

TheUGBC Senate was a forum for
MassPIRG and Students Against
Forced Funding [SAFF] at last Monday's meeting where MassPIRG
presented the group's initiative petition and SAFF presented their
proposal.

The initiative petition contains a
question that will be on the UGBC
ballot in March. The binding question will determine MassPlßG's funding system, and possibly grant them
an increase in their fee, from four to
six dollars.
UGBC Senate Chairman Barry
Pike said, "The most pertinent issue
is the referendum question which is
included in the contract between
UGBC and MassPIRG."
MassPIRG State Chairperson Pat-

ty Dorsey, a BC senior said that every
two years MassPIRG places itself on
the ballot at UGBC. MassPIRG has
talked to students this week and
gathered the required five percent
student signatures to put the petition

on the ballot.
"We won't remain on campus
unless a majority of students want
us," Dorsey added.
According to Dorsey, the only way
the referendum question is different
from the past is the fee, which has
been raised from four dollars to six
dollars in order to standardize it with
other PIRGS.
The question of a waivable fee was
initiated by Senator Michael Geffroy,
who inquired, "Do you think
MassPIRG could present the option
to students of not paying the fee at
first?"

to help

student concerns. She added,
"That's why MassPIRG is unique in
what it does and unique in funding."
Senator Thomas Durney questioned the percentage of the money is
spent on campus. According to
Dorsey, MassPIRG has one full time
campus organizer, who receives a
salary of $9000 a year. Aside from
that, Dorsey stressed that "it's hard
to break down how legislation is af-

MassPIRG later in the week.
Therefore, the referendum question
will be placed on the UGBC ballot
this spring.
Pike stressed, "I think it's great
that there is someone on campus who
is providing a counterpart on any
issue. It lends some pluralism to a
situation which lends itself to partisan support."
According to Pike, a referendum

'If a voluntary system for funding could
be negotiatied, never again would
money leave a student's pocket if he or
she did not choose for that to happen.'
?

SAFF Chairman Steve Cadematori

fecting BC because it's not coming
back in dollars. It's coming back in

legislation."
Cadematori concluded, "If a
voluntary system for funding could
be negotiated, never again would
money leave a students' pocket if he
or she did not choose for that to

question can be set by any student or
organization. The student or

organization must either circulate the
initiative petition and obtain
signatures from five percent of the
student body, or make a request of
the Senate who can pass the question
by a two-thirds vote.

happen."

Pike added, "A referendum quesChairperson Barry Pike received tion is the best way that students can
initiative petition with the re- communicate their voices on
quired five percent signatures from campus."

people that they have to look out for.
They have to protect themselves, and

keep

and people are starting to take
notice," says Allison Caravana, a BC
sophomore who is involved with
community awareness. Although
those involved are doing a great deal,
more people are needed to have an

their eyes and ears open."
The Society for Young Victims has
grown here at BC. It was started last
year by three freshmen, and today it
has roughly forty members. The two
committees have a lot of plans for the even greater impact on the problem
future. The community awareness
missing children she says. It is a
committee has set a goal to visit at of
least one school a month by the end problem that unfortunately cannot
of spring, and there are more mock easily be solved.
searches to be scheduled. The SocieThere will be a meeting on Tuesty is working on attaining much more day, February 18th at O'Connell
community attention. "Things are House for anyone who is interested
starting to be run more efficiently, in helping out.

Commentary

Kids' Commercial Ends
Innocence, Ignorance
by

Joanne McAllister

Last night, while watching television, I saw a commercial featuring
the Berenstein Bears. I grew up with
the Berensteins. A magazine my
mother always brought into the
house featured their comic strip. This
bear family did neat things like hiking, picnicking and having birthday
parties.

After seeing their 30 second spot,
I was overwhelmed with emotion,

anger, sadness and relief.
Why? The Berensteins were being
used to tell children not to take candy from, or rides with strangers. In
the ad, Sister cub is about to accept
a lollipop from a faceless adult when
Brother cub stops her and warns her
not to do it again. In return, she pulls
him away from a sports car offering
the fuzzy creature a ride.
This makes me angry. Not the ad
itself, but the fact that there has to
be an ad at all. Each year thousands
of children are reported missing and
thousands more are sexually
assaulted. The declining moral structure of today's society has led to these
high numbers.
I am saddened by the earlier and
earlier loss of innocence?that
children must be exposed to this
perversion. How do we explain to a
child the reasons behind the warnings? On another channel, a child is
watching Sesame Street and learning
about the nice "people that you meet
in your neighborhood." How do you
tell that child that Mr. Hooper might
be a pedophile?
Children are given conflicting
messages. They are supposed to trust
the people who in turn may be hurting them.
The newspapers are filled with horror stories that vary only in the
specific details. There are cases where
nursery school teachers have been

Voices on the Dustbowl

caught assaulting the children in their
care. Other incidents involverelatives
and neighbors who the child thought
they could trust.
Grown-ups are people to run to,
not away from in fear, right?
I once offered a little boy some
M&Ms on the train. He looked at me
with a combination of horror and
panic. / was one of those people his
mom told him about. It was a slap
in theface. I wanted to tell him that
it's okay, I won't hurt him. But I
couldn't. If / could talk him into
something, what's to prevent someone else from doing the same?

someone with baser motives than

receiving a child's smile?

As much as we'd like to preserve
innocence, we cannot promote
ignorance.

The advertisement did not go into
detail on what could happen. The
children are warned of a danger.
They know they can get hurt.
When we tell a child not to play
with matches we do the same thing.
We tell them they might get hurt. We
don't tell them that the fire might
burn their tender flesh to such a
degree that skin grafts are required.
No, we spare them of that and pray
they will choose not to play with matches, not to ride with a person they
never saw before and not to take candy from a stranger. Period.
This is why the commercial, in the
end, brings relief. It is presented so
children will pay attention. It conveys
a message that is tragic but true. It
is done subtly, subliminally.
The commercial emphasizes the
positive. It promotes a happy ending
which comes after the baby bears are
free from probable harm. The piece
ends with the two bears hand in hand
walking through a flower-filled
pasture. They are happy. They are
safe.

By Steve Fitzpatrick and John Guillemin

Should men be served by the Escort Service? Why, and under what circumstances?

According to Dorsey, BC doesn't
want to put a waivable fee on the tui-

tion bill. She added, "MassPIRG
would go that far but the Administration won't accept."
SAFF was also present at the
meeting. Steve Cadematori, President of SAFF, explained that SAFF
is an informal organization dedicated
to the principle of equitable funding.
Cadematori stressed
that
"MassPIRG does not comply with
this principle because their funding
is deceitful, unethical, and unfair."
He added that while SAFF supports
the organization and their freedom
of speech, they conscientiously oppose forced funding.
Senator Casey Roberts inquired ,
"Is there any specific reason
MassPIRG is funded differently?"
Dorsey explained that MassPIRG
is a state wide organization that hires
staff lobbyists, people who are able

Maurice Haines, A&S '87
Yes, if you're as lazy as I am...

MaryJane Headly, SOE
'87

Yes, they should. Men are also
susceptible to the cold and violent
attacks.

Len Holmgren, A&S '88
Mark Murphy, A&S '88

Ellen McSwecny, SON '89

No, because Len is into competitive Yes, if it is late at night and they are
all by themselves.

body building.
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Editorials
BC Advertises Abortion
Please turn to page 7 in the yellow pages of your source. At the bottom, in the
middle of the page is an advertisement for "first and second trimester abortions."
The Publication and Advertising Agency Manager for the Source, Emmanuel
Yap claims, 'They [Data National- publisher of the source] didn't show those
ads to me."
Assistant to the Vice President for Student Affairs, Karen Lussier says, "They
[Student Agencies] were supposed to have control over their ads."
Data National's Rich Syrek, who handled the source account, maintains, "They
[BC Student Agencies] proofed all ads, were shown copies of all ads, and we
had not received negative feedback." He says that they would not try to slip
an ad by Student Agencies, simply because the BC account means more than
one ad.
For a University who promotes their ideals so strongly as does BC, this is quite
a contradiction. In the past, such ads have caused an uproar on campus. Many
are against the advertising of birth control, and here, an abortion ad is displayed
in the school sponsored directory. If it was an oversight by student agencies,
it was a grand one. It is their duty to inspect every page of it.To say they never
saw the ad is a poor attempt at shirking responsibility for the production of a

directory.

Law School Left Out in Cold
Did you know that BC has a law school? It would not be surprising if many
of you did not. It even seems as though UGBC and the University Administration have forgotten about the BC Law School when they decided to renovate
Barat House for the freshmen living on Newton.
Although it was a noble gesture to provide another lounge for undergraduates
to gather in, it was terribly insensitive toward the Law School.
Space is a problem for the entire University. For the law students, it has meant
being restricted to the limited classrooms and offices located in Stuart Hall, with
occasional use of Putnam House and Barat House. All faculty meetings, guest
lectures, and employment interviews take place within these buildings. Socially,
the Law School students do not have campus housing and, therefore, have little
space and opportunity for informal interaction. Perhaps Barat House should
be renovated for their enjoyment. We are all part of the same University and
should consider what is best for all.
Recently, meetings between Law School administrators and University administrators have been held to work out some concessions. This was only after
the law students finally said 'Enough is enough.' Initially, they were not even
consulted.
Barat House is not the only source of friction between the Law School and
the rest of the BC community. Their restricted use of the Plex, O'Connell House,
the Quonset Hut, and Putnam House have all been questioned. Problems of
vandalism which have inhibited beautification plans for the Law School have
also been a cause of conflict. Some amount of friction is bound to occur when
you have two definable different groups sharing a limited area. In this case, we
stand behind the Law students.
The undergraduates can work toward better use of their lounges, the resource
center, and the Quonset Hut. They never had Barat House; you cannot miss
something you never had. There are also other chances for social interaction
on the main campus for undergraduates.
Barat House is important to the Law School and should not be so coldly stripped away from them. This does not mean the Law School and the undergraduates
are incapable of maintaining any relations. It has been suggested that the Law
School could possibly be available to undergraduates for matters of legal consultation, such as apartment problems.
Too often the law students feel like intruders at Boston College. Recent decisions made without any Law School input demonstrates this. More consideration and effort should be devoted towards including the Law School in the BC
community, rather than pushing them away.
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Readr'sForum
Board Fluctuates
To the Editor:

Once again the Board of Trustees has let me
down. I thought they finally had done it. I
thought the Board of Trustees at last had taken
a positive stand on a controversial issue. This
time the issue was whether or not to increase
tuition, and this time the Board stood boldly
forth, took out their rubber stamps, and with
one determined voice voted in favor of an increase in tuition. In fact, I thought the Board
had found a new conviction as it even voted
an increase greater than the rate of inflation.
Gone, I thought, was the stonewalling and
wavering we had witnessed countless times in
the past. No longer was the Board faltering,
as it had during the Jay Murphy and Martin
Clark Fiascoes. No longer were they shirking
their moral reactionism, like they expressed
over the off-campus issue. At last, on the issue
of tuition, the Board had stated its point of view
loudly and clearly. It seemed that the Board
finally had taken a firm stance, and was refusing to hear any protests to the contrary. At long
last, the trustees appeared to have taken an
unswerving and steady course of action. At last,
I thought, a precedent had been established.
But my hopes were dashed. In the last
paragraph of the article on page one of last
week's Heights, Ben Birnbaum said of the
Board's latest action, "...it is not the kind of
increase the trustees want to pass on in the
future, every year. They don't want to do it
again." Oh well, I knew it was too good to last.
Joseph Tragert, '86

BC Gay Support
To the Editor:

I am not gay, but does that make a difference? I can still feel for an oppressed people, can't I? I can still sympathize with a group
of people who are victim to the most intense
prejudice left here in our "great country." Why
is it that BC students are too misguided to accept others who, though different, can still
make good students, co-workers, and yes, even
friends?
I would like to commend Troy Frank for
having the strength of character to write a letter that most people could not. Imagine
yourself being different than 90% of BC
students. Imagine that difference being one that
is so scorned that it would keep people from
talking to you. I ask you if you could tell the
entire student population of this difference and
be proud of it!!
Personally, I feel that I was mislead. I was
told that coming to college meant being exposed
to other people's views. Why is it that nays are
not accorded this priveledge? But is it
a privilege? No, I say it is a right. If I wanted
to be with people justlike myself I would have
stayed at home. I traveled to come to this school
so I could try to understand other, alien

concepts.

I would also like to commend The Heights.
They have once again shown that they may be
the only open-minded forum left at this school.
I now send a challenge to this student body to
prove me wrong. Prove that there are more
students who want to think. Prove that there
are more students who hate the idea of
persecuting a minority that is the homosexual
community.
I challenge this school to debate this topic
in the open. Logic and right are on our side.
I believe the numbers are on the side of stupidity. Prove me wrong!

Keith Dobbins
A&S '89

PIRG Funding
To the Editor:

Every year since 1972 the Undergraduate
Government of Boston College has presented
the Boston College chapter of the
Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group
(MassPIRG) with four dollars from every student. This amount is taken directly from the
thirty two dollar activities fee that each student
pays every academic year while at Boston College. This automatic payment is the result of
referendums presented to the student body by
MassPIRG every two years.

pus chapters use a voluntary check off ballot

method. Each of these twenty universities
presents the student and/or parent the option
of a yes or no response to funding MassPIRG.
This question is presented as an additional billing line on the students tuition account statement. When questioned why the Boston College chapter's representatives responded that
the Boston College Administration felt this
method required too much paper work to make
it profitable. Why universities such as Tufts,
UMass Amherst, and UMass Boston are able
to handle this method and Boston College is
not is a question that should be closely examined. Is it the University's option to essentially
steal four dollars from each student and give
it to an organization?
I strongly urge the Administration to reasess
the its position. I also urge both SAFF and the
Boston College chapter of MASSPIRG to approach the Administration and work for the

a conventional war (risking the loss of many
of our own troops), or should we drop a few
strategically aimed nuclear bombs and render
the country useless? Would you, Mr. Dolan,
be willing to "perish for the advancement of
freedom and the rights of the citizens of the

world"?
My third question is how do you expect to
get a "unified .civilized world to fall upon any
country that supports terrorism"

when the U.S.
can't even convince the Europeans to place
economic sanctions on Libya? How could you
get a large number of countries to reach a concensus as they argue about which country to
attack? Would we be more "unified and civilized" if we all agreed to attack someone?
I therefore don't believe that military action
is necessary at all in the context that Mr. Dolan
suggested. I do believe that diplomatic measures
can be effective. The only problem with such
measures is that there is not much unity betadaptation ot the ballot funding method. This ween most countries.
seems to me to be truly fair and voluntary
method.
Edouard Fernandez SOM '87
Michael Geffroy A&S '88

Terrorism Solved?
To the Editor:

In last weeks issue of The Heights Matt
Dolan stated his views on a solution of today's
threat of terrorism. I agree with Mr. Dolan's
Recently representatives from the Boston support of the Chorale's decision to cancel their
College chapter of MassPIRG came before the trip to Rome. Although such a decision is exUndergraduate Government of Boston College actly what the terrorists want, it is still good
to be cautious when traveling with such a large
Senate to petition the student body as a referendum on the 1986 presidential election ballots. group of Americans.
In brief, the referendum question presented
Where I have great difficulty agreeing with
seeks support for the continued existence of the Mr. Dolan is on the proposed solution to this
Boston College chapter of MassPIRG and an terrible problem. Mr. Dolan suggests that" the
increased student fee of six dollars. At this same U.S. should call upon the countries of the world
meeting the Senate recognized representatives to denounce terrorism and overtly declare war
of the Boston College organization Students against terrorist groups." He goes on to sugAgainst Forced Funding[SAFF]. These students gest that if any country fails to end its associatake issue with the "forced funding" of the tion with terrorists, "militaryaction should be
Boston College chapter of MassPIRG. In all taken against thatgovernment."
I find that suggestions such as these usually
fairness I must note that this "forced funding"
is refundable to the student if he/she so pleases. occur out of outrage and shock from seeing and
SAFF recognizes this fact. Yet they find fault hearing about terrorist acts against innocent
with the fact students are forced to give up their civilians. I also feel however, that these sugmoney and then obtain a refund if they wish gestions are made without much thought about
to. They also feel that the Boston College their implications.
chapter of MassPIRG should have to go
through the same channels as any other camMy first question to Mr. Dolan is who will
decide what countries to attack? Although this
pus club or organization has to obtain funding.
may seem to be an easy question at first, it gets
harder if one examines it in detail. Is the U.S.
Despite the "holier than thou" attitude
[seemingly] presented by SAFF. I cannot help notsupporting guerrilas in Nicaragua, and soon
but agree with their point. No student should Savimbi's troops in Angola? Don't these
'freedom fighters' commit acts of terrorism
be forced to contribute to any club or organization. I am not opposed to MassPlßG's presence against citizens? If so, would the U.S. be a
on campus. Indeed I applaud their efforts. They possible target for other countries to attack?
are truly one of the few active and successful How about France and its terrorist attack orf
the Greenpeace ship in New Zealand? Should
organizations on campus. It would be a drastic
mistake if they were forced to stop their acFrance be attacked?
tivities due to a lack of funds. It is their method
My second question for Mr. Dolan is what
of funding I cannot support. Forced funding,
with or without an available refund, is in my kind of military action should be taken? Just
because we know that Libya actively supports
opinion wrong.
terrorists, does that give us the right to mount
One aspect of MassPIRG that came out during the Boston College chapter's presentation a full scale attack on that country? Should we
to the Senate was that of the twenty four camsend in troops and tanks and planes to fight

Good Teacher?
To the Editor:
Christopher Schmitt's commentary of
February 3, 1986 is intended to honor the
memory of Christa McAuliffe. Mr. Schmitt
comments on how special the Christa McAuliffes of the world are; I have no argument with
that. The individuals aboard the Challenger
each have something to teach in regard to excellence. My concern is with Mr. Schmitt's
depreciation of the profession Mrs. McAuliffe
represented.
Mr. Schmitt writes the "true tragedy of

Christa's death" is that she was the "kind of
teacher that most high school students only get
to wish they had", that she was of the rare
caliber of teachers that he "never met", for
"not one of [his] teachers came even close to
the inspired attitude toward teaching that
Christa McAuliffe possessed so naturally and
the complete dedication to her students that she
gave so unreservedly." It is difficult to know
how Mr. Schmitt became so knowledgeable of
the origins of Mrs. McAuliffe's attributes.
Presumably he thinks she was born a dedicated
and inspiring teacher, it is likewise impossible
to know how accurately he is remembering his
own teachers' enthusiasm, energy or committment to teaching which he observed on a daily
basis rather than on a news program. His
icacners seem to have achieved some level of
success as evidenced by his admission to Boston
College, though his requisite skills, perhaps,
were also "naturally" acquired. Perhaps his
teachersfail in his estimation because they were
"bland academiciennes" who evaluated their
success through the "academic excellence of
their students, or some such conventional"
criteria.
In his eulogy of Christa McAuliffe. the "simple high school teacher from New England"
wno did not tit his stereotype of a teacher, Mr.
Schmitt reveals an attitude that is condescendingtoward her and disparaging of the profession that she so proudly represented. Such comments do not honor her memory.
Mary M. Brabeck
School of Education

A Cloos Call

Beef Stewing, Complaints Brewing At Boston College
by Paul Cloos

It's time to sweep the back stairs, put myself
in a rather raggy mood, and let go with
whateverkind of beefs have been stewing in my
mind.
Don't Buy Pizza Wheel Pizza
Free delivery, they tell you. Four free Pepsi's?that's the only way I'd drink the stuff.
And, the topper, free pizza if they arrive more
than 30 minutes after you call. So we ordered
a Pizza Wheel pizza. The guy shows up about
40 minutes after we called, so we say, being like
those people in the homeowner's insurance
commercial who won't settle for anything less
than they have coming to them, "You're late."
So the loose wheel says, "You want me to
call?" Yes. He called. It sounds like the guy
on the other end says, "What the hell took you
so long?" because the delivery guy says,"I got
held up for ten minutes outside of Claver." OK,
so then the delivery man hangs up and says,
"they say I'm not late." So that's it. Theirword
against ours, and they hold the pizza.
So we paid $14 for our two pizzas and sat
down to eat. The pizza was snow-cold and was,
let's say, raw. Uncooked. Totally undone. Not
near an oven.' It didn't stick to the wall when
you threw it, as most of your better foods will,
it bounced back. They had given us raw dough
with pizza sauce and a little cheese. Pizza
Wheel's fast delivery is, I guess, due to the fact

that they don't cook the stuff. Moral: let's not
any of us buy Pizza Wheel pizza.
Five Copies For My Mother
And I thought nobody at BC was making
headlines. Then we get this in the Globe: "Student parties rile Lake Street neighbors."
Subhead: "Revelry style of a young BC crowd
inspires one abutter to call the place 'Animal
House.* " Congrats, guys. In honor of your
achievment your parents are each being sent
framed copies of the article, with the picture
of you with the aluminum god and your
scholastic achievement of about 30 keg caps.
They must be proud. And to be living in the
prime BC off-campus housing area: Lake
Street.
[Copies are not really being sent. Please,
don't come by the apartment.]

Get a Marquee
How much money was spent on the New

Theatre? Oops, that's the Robsham Theatre
Arts Center. Oops again, they get riled when
you spell "theatre" with an -re instead of an
-er. Anyway, big bucks spent on this thing. And
it's a nice facility, though it doesn't hold nearly enough people. But they have to announce
the name of their show with tape in the window. And they wonder why nobody comes to
their shows but some old people who come
from God-knows-where for these things.
Haley's Closet
University officials expressed dismay when

a fire in Gasson Hall set back construction of
a giant closet to house the displaced members
of Haley House. Said to have been one of the
biggest closets in the world, this was seen as
the perfect solution to the problem, and
spokesman say they may have to shift the
residents to Bapst, which everyone seems to
have forgotten about except those of us who
remember when.
Addendum to Coffee Ad
We all saw, and some of us were offended
by, a General Foods® International Coffee ad
that featured "8 ways to get a man to ask you
out again." But they forgot a few things.
1. When he mentions "The Bears," know
they're from Chicago but don't use a word with
more than four letters to talk about Jim
McMahon and tell him you too think "The
Fridge" is one of the worst, if not the worst,
offensive lineman in the league.
2. Tell him he's full of something that comes
out of the seventh planet from the sun if he tells
you he scored a hat trick in the third period.
If he goes to BC, that could only have been the
first period.
3. Tell him you don't care and make a mental note that he's a jerk if he says that 1984 was
a very good year for Chardonnays.
4. Don't laugh at his jokes if the only ones
he knows are about the space shuttle.
5. Avoid, at all costs, letting him see you

readjust your bridgework.

6. Order something less expensive than a
white wine spritzer.
7. Tell him he looks nothing like Bruce and
should give up trying if he shows up in jeans
and a T-shirt.
8. Tell him you'd ask him up for a Suisse
Mocha, but that sounds like an invitation for
sex and you're a nice girl. Guys like nice girls.
Well, on second look these things might not
assure a second date, but you'll have your
dignity and he'll have a clue.
And so 0n...
No, thereal news in the magazine world was
not the swimsuit issue of Sports Illustrated. It
was Woody Allen on the cover of GQ...You
tell me the tuition raise had nothing to do with
Supply and Demand economics? And the elections in the Phillipines were fair...Thanks to
the "BeanpotTrot" BC hockey team for aiding
the theory that rhythm is racially determined...Oscar quote of the week: "The country's
in a Nicholson mood"...Williams to Ohio
State? Yes, they've formed a package deal with
Mark "I've live in the very dark shadow of
Scan Halloran" Kamphaus. Really, if
something isn't done these two are in the BC
Wasted Talent Hall of Fame. And thanks to
Mike Lynch and everybody else for their
assistance to BC's basketball recruiting with the
propogation of the Williams rumor. He looked like a happy camper...Stupid synonym
award: "Netminder" as a synonym for
"eoalie."
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Mel King Details Plight of Boston Homeless
these pople are unable to support
themselves and therefore cannot afmust
housing
be ford to live in an apartment or other
More affordable
dwelling.
to
Boston's
low
inmade available
The second, and largest percentage
come citizens, maintains Mcl King.
King, a former Massachusetts state of the homeless are middle-aged
representative for nineyears and past males who are classified as the
director of the Urban League of "working poor," or those who have
by
Greater Boston addressed the plight marginal incomes, often earning litof Boston's homeless in a lecture tle more than the minimum wage.
Thursday in the E. Paul Robsham These men, previously able to live in
Theatre. The lecture was part of shelters or lodging homes, are forcHome Aid, a series of events at ed to finance their Own apartments
Boston College, and other area as a result of the shutdown of these
schools, designed to bring attention living areas.
With rent control in effect, these discriminated against and housing is
to the problem of homelessness in the
individuals spendroughly 50 percent not made available to them.
Boston area.
After classifying the homeless,
King stressed the misconception of their income on rent, which leaves
King
else
to
subsist
on.
When
rent
told the audience that what the
higher
income little
that many middle and
people have regarding the homeless. control restrictions are lifted, public sees as the homeless problem
however, the problem becomes even is not the entire picture.
"The perspective others have of peo"Those on the street are simply a
ple in need is the main issue," he worse, and as much as 80 percent of
said. The homeless, according to their wages are spent on rent, and microcosm of those living in overKing, can generally be divided into they are forced to live on the streets. crowded conditions. You must
Many of the homeless are female, understand that the men and women
three groups. The first group consists
battered women or you actually see on the street is only
frequently
put
out
on
the
of those who were
divorcees,
deinstituoften
with children. This a small part of what goes on," he
as
a
result
of
the
streets
tionalization of mental homes. group faces a unique problem due to said.
Usually lacking the skills, as well as the biases many women with children
Subsequently, King attempted to
Often,
a
women
are
job,
must confront.
answer the question of why there are
the capacity, to hold down
so many homeless people in Boston.
"There is simply not enough housing," he said. "What we do have
available to us costs too much. This
problem is exacerbated by things such
as urban renewal and institutional
by Tanya

Froede

'Homeless people do not want to be
depicted in the six o'clock news.
Phot They do not want an invasion of
privacy?they seek to maintain their

John anonymity.'
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expansion."

King further defined these terms
for the audience, explaining that
under the facade of "urban
renewal," low income housing is
destroyed, with the promise of newer,
more economical housing as a
replacement. More often than not,
the housing is never replaced, or, if

it is, it is with fewer living units, leaving many without shelter. Also, many
churches, universities, and other
private and public institutions are
constantly in the process of expanding into urban areas, forcing out
those who previously resided in these
areas.
Finally, King cited tax laws as a
main problem. With so many tax
shelters and other forms of depreciation, the well off find their money
better invested in the developmentof
real estate, which leads to further
displacement of lower income
residents.
The most formidable obstacle faced by those in favor of low income

was moved to another location, and
still people objected.King described
the objectors as those who "lived
comfortably and had no conception
of what it was like to be without a
home."
"People do not want these folks
[the homeless] around, but who is
really homeless?" King asked.
"Anyonewho objects to these housing projects, for he lacks the
philosophy, the understanding,
necessary for a happy life."
In order to solve the problem of
the homeless in Boston, King stressed that developing a positive community spirit is crucial. Citizens of
Boston should form coalitions for afhousing development, according to
fordable housing, and appeal for
King, are the attitudes of the people stricter rent control, according to
in neighboring areas.
King. What should not be done, he
"The problem is what is in peoemphasized, is to turn the problem
ple's minds and hearts," he said.
of the homeless into a "media
He further explained that when event."
Rosie's Place, a shelter for women in
"Homeless people do not want to
Boston, was opened, many people be depicted in the newspapers or on
objected. At first it baffled King as the six o'clock news. They do not
to why, for the building in which the want an invasion of privacy?they
shelter was located had been empty
Homeless, page 8
for several years. Then, the shelter

.
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Is South Africa Strategically Vital to the US?

by Joanne McAllister

Although the general feeling in
America shows a need for a change
in our policy toward South Africa,
once you "get past the level of
generalities, there is not much consensus," University of Connecticut
professor Larry Bowman maintains.
Bowman has studied the issues of
South Africa for 20 years calling it
"a major concern" of his. He
believes American policy in South
Africa "has set us in an indicisive
mode."

Bowman outlined the specifics in
a lecture Thursday, sponsored by the
African Studies Department. To the
attentive audience, Bowman
presented the American Policy in
South Africa and its strategic importance which, he said, "may or may
not exist."
He explained how Americans
don't like to link strategic sights with
their political regimes. Instead, they
prefer to "wink and look away"
from internal, political monstrosities
that deviate from the American
idealistic norm. Expressly, what

pertaining to US and South African Africa and proceeded to suggest
relations. How secure is the South observations that severely undermine
African government? What is the their validity.
validity.
Soviet position in Africa? What role
The Cape Route argument conThere are four arguments "that should the US play in a noncerns the shipping route via the Cape
make the case for South Africa," communist goverment? What exactof Good Hope. "It's vulnerability is
stressed, ergo, the South African
said Bowman. He pointed out that ly constitues a strategic sight?
According to Bowman, the current government says they'll protect it."
these are the arguments most widely
literature states that South Africa is The threat of the Cape Route being
used by President Reagan and his administration. He also stated, however of great strategic value to the US, but blockaded cannot be translated into
a concern of ours, said Bowman. He
that these arguments have remained "no book gives us an absoulute docpointed out that if the Cape Route
basically consistant "irrespective of trine" on what strategic means.
how things change in both the US
The four arguments suggested by was so strategically important, other
Bowman were: geo-politics and the countries would want direct strategic
and South Africa."
ties. Great Britain was the last counThe arguments appealto questions protection of the Cape Route, keeping South Africa as an antitry to break such ties in 1973, and no
Communist bulwork, maintaining a
US naval ship has docked there since
military ally, and continuing mineral
1967.
imports to the US.
"South Africa wants, covets,
arguments, according to
These
desires
as deeply as possible that it
towards encouraging further integraBowman, are the veneer which covers could have those ties" but it wants
tion in South African universities."
the true "whites should rule the those ties to add legitamacy to the
According to Dwyer, the fund is
current white government.
world"
South African attitude from
somewhat experimental in that it surfacing
to
According to Bowman, South
and
allows
Americans
defies the laws of the South African
feel
justified in dealing with the counAfrica
has no leverage with this issue.
goverment. "It is hard to project the
try on friendly terms.
"They
can't take their marbles and
effects the political climate may have
play in somone else's yard." He
explained
Bowman
all
of
the
on the fund, or if the goverment will
arguments for supporting South
Reasons, page 17
interfere,"she said.
However, according to NEBHE,
the participating South African
university officials have been very encouraging. In an NEBHE newsletter
Derek Henderson, vice-chancellor of
openings
Rhodes University in South Africa
says "Even though it is illegal to
to
house blacks in our dormitories we
at
our
Brighton
have gone ahead, and the goverment
(on
has not taken steps to prevent us."
Line).
part-time
"I feel that raising funds for
scholarships is a positive contribution
we as New Englanders can make to
Corporation
the dismantling of apartheid and the
preparation of a non-white profesEqual Opportunity Employer
sional and politically sophisticated
class in South Africa," Mayer said.

Bowman shed light on was the
reasons that bring the US into a relationship with South Africa and their

BC Funds S.African Scholarship
by

Patrick Breslin

The New England Board of Higher
Education [NEBHE] is sponsoring a
scholarship fund for non-white South
African students in South African
universities. Boston College is one of
the New England schools participating in the fund.
The scholarship is NEBHE's
response to the system of apartheid
in South Africa. NEBHE petitioned
New England area universities and
colleges to make contributions to the
fund, which will provide room,
board, and living expenses to nonwhite students in some of the major
English-speaking universities.
The requested contribution was at
least $2,800 a year for three years,
enough to cover the room, board,
and living costs for one student. Tuition costs are being absorbed by the
South African universities participating in the desegregation
campaign.

According to the NEBHE, "The
fund's purpose is to increase the
enrollment of black and other nonwhite students at the English speaking universities in South Africa that
have defied apartheid."
South African apartheid laws pro-
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hibit the integration of non-white
students with white students. According the NEBHE, several of the
English speaking universities "have
vigorously defended their right to admit students regardless of race. But
they are severly limited by goverment
budgetary constraints, especially for
residential students."
NEBHE Chairman Jean Mayer initiated the fund, according to the
newsletter. Mayer corresponded with
the heads of some 30 South African
universities in September, and encouraged them to take a visible stance
in promoting equality in educational
opportunities for all races, according
to the NEBHE. Several universities
responded immediately and expressed their interest in a scholarship fund
from American institutions.
According to the NEBHE, Mayer
appealed to New England universities
to contribute. BC is among the 21
area universities which have already
committed money to the fund.
University Vice President Peg
Dwyer disclosed that BC made the
full contribution of $2,800 for the
first year of a three year scholarship
for one student. According to Dwyer,
the University "looks upon the
scholarship fund as a good initiative
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Thursday, February 20th
7-9 PM Gasson Hall Rm. 309

.politics

Semester programs include 16 credits,
9-week internship, apartments, British faculty.
All programs offered Fall and Spring; Politics and
Journalism/Mass Communications also offered Summer.

To Discuss Career Opportunities

UNIVERSITY

NAME

phoneT

ADDRESS
j
(
CITY
STATE
ZIP
\u25a1 Art/Architecture
\u25a1 Journalism/Mass Communications
\u25a1 Business/Economics
TJ Politics
10
Summer'B6
Fall'B6
Spring'B7
Summer'B7
Relurn To; London lnlernsh.ps, 143 Bay Slate Rd, Boston, MA02215

(617)353-9888
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Lobel Provides Sports, Insight and Humor
by

B. Lynn Follansbee

"When it comes to professional
there is no redeeming social
value," says Bob Lobel of WBZ-TV
4. He goes on to explain that the
sports events he reports nightly at
6 and 11pm on channel 4 are pure
sports

entertainment.
Lobel brought his insight and
humor to O'Connell House Tuesday
along with a collection of "Sports
Spotlight" video clips, and explained his philosophy of sports
broadcasting.

Lobel spoke about his life as a

sports anchorman, and-answered the

many questions thathis BC audience

had for him.
First, however, Lobel asked the audience, "What are we [WBZ-TV] doing wrong?" Right away the faithful
viewers proved themselves by asking
such questions as, "Why wasn't the
'Bean Pot Trot' broadcast on your
show?" and "What is thereal story
about Gary Williams?"

In answering these questions,
Lobel explained the great deal of controversy and competition that surrounds the newscasting business.
"Nobody likes to make a fool of
themselves," he said. There are
thousands ofcritics who are ready to
tear apart the braodcast as-well as
thousands of other stations that also
want to be first with the story.
Lobel spoke in a casual and relaxed way about how the station strives
to appeal to those sports fans "on the
fringe," and tries to show the most
interesting highlights and final scores
in order to catch the viewers
attention.
He also joked a bit about his personal life and about Boston fans.
"New England fans are passionate
about their teams. .irrational, but
passionate."
In addtion to speaking about
sports he gave the audience a little of
his background. He is from a small
town in Ohio and attended Kent
State. He went on to attend graduate

.

'New England fans are passionate
Phot about their teams...irrational, but
by

John

school at the University of Vermont.
He says that his original intention
was to become a teacher and a coach,
and that getting into sports broadcasting was an accident.

BOSTON COLLEGE

Our Pizza Pad "Express" Trucks will be parked in
your vicinity. Each truck has a special built-in oven so
it can serve you your pizza hot and immediately

CALL 536-0559 for our
"RADIO DISPATCHED PIZZA PAD
'EXPRESS truck delivery between
9 & 12 pm every night.
Offer expires March Ist.

!
!
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discussion he showed "Sports

I
/

Lobel promised to mention his visit
the campus during the 11:00
newscast, if the audience promised to
*vatch. During the late news, Lobel
kept his promise and said on the air
that he had spoken to a "large
crowd" at Boston College.
to

Homeless Should Not
Become a Media Event

Ed that "they [the administration]
want more money for guns, less for
seek to maintain their anonymity," butter. Reagan has things going his
way." And, when questioned regarhe said.
In closing, King spoke of the ef- ding Boston Mayor RaymondFlynn,
forts made by Boston College he claimed that Flynn "has an edifice
students, through Home Aid, to complex. Everyone else has put up'
alleviate the problem of the homeless. buildings to replace low income hous"I was once asked if college ing, so he wants to, also."
students have any passion. I said they Preceding King's lecture, Justin
certainly did. I said come to BC and Whitlock, one of the directors of
see the students who have given up BC's Home Aid, spoke. He emmeals?I know they call it Monopo- phasized that students at BC must
ly money but that's beside the "pull together to raise money and
point?in order to aid the homeless," awareness. The problem with BC is
King stated.
that we are all separated from one
King said that he is convinced that another."
BC students see as their mission a He stressed that students should
solution to the problem of the maintain pride and dignity, and
homeless in Boston, and that "they remember that the homeless are
have the choice either to fulfill this simply peoplewithout homes. "They
could be neighbors, family, friends,
mission, or to betray it."
King's speech was followed by a but most importantly, they are peoquestion and answer session, during ple, and it is up to the BC communiwhich several controversial topics ty to help them."
were addressed. When asked about Whitlock concluded, "We have
the Reagan administration,he claim- [been labeled apathetic long enough."
Mcontinued from page 6
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DO YOU WANT TO MAKE SOME QUICK
EXTRA CASH? IF YOU DO, AND YOU
KriOW HOW TO COUNT, WE NEED YOU
MARCH Ist FROM 6pm-finish TO HELP US
COUNT INVENTORY.
YOU WILL BE PAID $4.50/hr. CASH AT
THE FINISH OF THE EVENING PLUS DINNER.
WE NEED TO HAVE THOSE INTERESTED
CONTACT US BY THUR., FEB. 20, 1986.
THIS COULD LEAD TO EMPLOYMENT
LATER ON!
CALL ROD AT 262-6700 10am-6pm.

J

jT WHITE MOUNTAIN

I

WBZ TV's Bob Lobel

Spotlight" videos. These were a collection of clips of humorous sports
bloopers set to music and sound effects. These films, in addition to
Lobel's sharp wit, left his audience
in stitches.

Before coming to Channel 4, Lobel
had worked at a television station in
Burlington, Vermont, then at a radio
station in Manchester, New Hampshire. He then moved to WBZ radio
here in Boston which lead to the job
with WBZ-TV.
Intermittantly throughout the

PIZZA PAD NOW DELIVERS
PIPIN' HOT PIZZA TO
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CHALLENGE
BANANA SPLIT
EATING CONTEST

399 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02116
TELEPHONE: (617) 262-6700

WEIL GIVE YOU A CUT ON I
i
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THE BEST CUT IN TOWN
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COME CHEER
YOUR FAVORITE TEAM
TO VICTORY
SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 22nd at 3 P.M.
19-21 Commonwealth

Aye.

WASH, CUT AND STYLING
$11.00 For Him and $14.50 For Her

COME SEE WHO WILL BE CROWNED
"TOP BANANA ON CAMPUS"

I r/(\

l KU//\_/
'

1229 Centre street
Newton Center
244-8900
r
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Macintosh Makes Writing Easy as Apple Pie
To begin typing, simply begin typ- pear at the top and/or bottom of
drive will whirr for about thirty
Then release the button. A window
seconds, after which you will see the ing. You should remember a few each page, and allow you to number
labeled "Header" should open. Do
things, though. Only press "Return" pages automatically. You should use
"Desktop." If you do not see a winthe same for "Open Footer." Now
press return two or three times to indow, but rather the gray desktop, at the end of a paragraph, as the Mac this feature to insert some blank
sert some blank lines at the page botmove the mouse (the small, beige box automatically takes care of line space at the top and bottom, so your
by Pat Kuras
space
bar
tom. If you want page numbers to
top)
breaks,
with a button on
until the arrow
and don't use the
text doesn't run to the ends of the
to
points
things
on
the
screen
the
disk
icon
for
like
centering
page,
text and inand also to insert page
One of the most universal tasks at
appear at the bottom of each page,
a University is writing. Professors in the upper right corner of the denting paragraphs. There are better numbers.
find
the page number icon, above the
ways of doing these things. Also,
write about their research, graduate screen, as shown below.
First, point to the word "Format"
ruler.
The icon is a framed - sign.
before you begin typing, it is best to in the
students write their theses and
menu bar. Now press the butDrag
this
icon into the footer, below
things,
do two
although they may be ton and hold it. This is called "pullundergrads write everything from
done
at
the
any
ruler,
or undone
time. First, ing down the Format menu." Now,
as shown.
English compositions to speeches and
you should set an automatic
project proposals to newspaper arstill holding the button, drag the
paragraph indent. To do this, point
ticles. At least twenty percent of all
mouse until "Open Header" is
some
type
students will have
of This is called "Pointing." Then open the very tip of the pointer at the small highlighted, as shown.
writing assignment due this week. the disk by "Double Clicking" the black triangle, your left margin, on
With all this writing going on, it's disk icon. This is accomplished by the left side of the ruler, as shown.
not surprising that the Macintosh pressing the mouse button twice in
computer has caught on as a writing rapid succession. When you have suctool. Most of us have heard of its use, cessfully opened the disk, you will see
Macintosh, page 17
but there are manywho have not yet a window containing icons of the
had am opportunity to try it. disk's contents. This may have apHopefully I'll get you going this week peared immediatelyafter the machine Press the button and hold it.
Now
so you too can enjoy the benefits of was started, in which case the above move
the mouse to the right. This is
computerized writing.
Talk With A Skilled
procedure is unnecessary.
called "Dragging." A black arrow
I have become completely attachNow point to the MacWrite icon, should slide from under the margin
Professional About:
ed to my Mac as a word processor. like this:
marker. Drag this arrow to the 1Vi "
? Setting career goals
It's so much a part of my creative
mark, or thereabouts. This deter? Improving your interpersonal
process that I cannot write without
mines how far the first line of each
it. I write this column, of course, at
paragraph will be indented.
relationships
\ yfli
my Mac, and I've stopped writing
? Stress management
Remember, though, only to press
/
rough drafts for my papers. I comreturn after a paragraph, otherwise,
pose, edit and revise, all at the
Paula Levinton, R.N.M.S.C.S.
click. The icon should all your lines will be indented.
and
double
keyboard. I even write letters with it.
Psychiatric Nurse Clinician
Certified
turn.
zoom out and the disk should
/
All it takes is a few minutes practice When things have settled down, you
The other thing you should do is
\.
(617) 254-7827
create a header and a footer. Headers
and you'll wonder how you ever got are ready to begin. The above proSlidine Scale Fee
along without a Mac keyboard under
and
footers specify text that will apcedure, by the way, is the same for
your fingers.
all Macintosh software. Once you
To get started writing on the Mac, have mastered it, you can start any
go to the Public Computing Facility
Macintosh application.
in O'Neill, on the second floor, near The screen should now display a
the classrooms. At the desk, present number of things. The top of the
your BCID and ask for MacWrite.
screen, called the "Menu Bar,"
Go to a Mac, turn it on. The switch should display the words "File Edit
is on the back, at the left. Push the Search Format Font Style." There
MacWrite disk into the disk drive, should
be a window very similar to
metal end first, label up. Thedisk will the one you saw earlier, but bigger,
only seat one way, so you can't get
If you LUV the Sun, go for the lowest price and in the
with the word "Untitled" at the top.
it wrong, nor can you damage either Inside
the window, you will see a
style to Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, or Key West for
the disk or the computer by putting "Ruler,"
looks, not surpriswhich
it in the wrong way, assuming you ingly, very
7
Days.
much like a ruler.
don't use inordinate force. The disk

Solve Your Personal Problems
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SPRINGBREAK PARTY
'86 SUNBATHERS

I

|

SPORTS SHOP

finest

I

nights/8
: Reserve a space for yourself for as low as $109 OR help
us sponsor your trip and you go for FREE! Call us now
Toll Free.

Of Newton

*

Choose from a library of over 3,000
movies for only $2.00/day. Movies
such as Rambo, American Ninja, Last
Dragon, Mad Maxx, Gremlins, Teen
Wolf, Prizzi's Honor, Best of Belushi,
St. Elmo's Fire And Many More...

MEISTERBRAU 24-12 oz. cans
MILLER HIGH LIFE 24-12 oz. cans

$7.25
$9.80

LABATTS 24-12 oz. bottles, loose
ST. PAULI GIRL 24-12 oz. bottles

$10.55

$13.25

loose

GUINNESS STOUT 24-12 oz. bottles
BUD, CQORS & MILLER LITE Vi Barrels
MARTY'S GIN & VODKA
1.75 Liter

MIDORI MELON LIQUEUR
750 Ml

KAHLUA COFFEE LIQUEUR
750 Ml

SOHO All-Natural Soda
All Flavors

SCHWEPPS

$9.99

Corner or Harvard and
Commonwealth Ayes.
782-3250

$9.99

$1.99/4"Pack

I

(between Rosenfield's Bagels and Adolph's Shoes)

965-7120

09/For 2

$29.95

$29.95

Z ?
I
Marty S OT AllStOll

OWN YOUR OWN PICNIC PUMP
Best Quality

$14.49

$8.49 I

Ginger Ale, Club Soda, Tonic
Water, 1.0 Liter
$1

1280 Centre St., Picadilly Square
Newton Centre, MA 02159

I

LIQUORS

suitcase, loose

RENT A VIDEO RECORDER
for as low as $6.95/day
\u2605 WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY BASH

MARTY'S

The Store With More For Less

VIDEO BIZ

j:
ji

ji

*

244-2209

ji

USA (800) 368-2006
VA (800) 542-8003

Featuring A Wide Selection of Men's
and Ladies' Athletic Activewear and
Footwear at Reasonable Prices
BC STUDENTS RECEIVE A 10<7o
DISCOUNT ON ANY PAIR OF
ATHLETIC SHOES
1 5 Commonwealth Aye, Newton (Right next
to White Mountain Creamery)

ji
j:

plus tax

|

Marty's Of Newton
6?5 Washington St .
(next to Purity Supreme)
|
332-1230

1
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Workshop Teaches Art of Self-Defense
College Karate Club geared for
women. According to club treasurer
it is nighttime and you are walk- Judy Barnett, "We hear about a lot
ing back to your room from an off of cases of assault, rapes and attemp:amous party. In the dark, you sense ted rape which makes it very scary for
that somone is following you. Your women to walk at night."
siep quickens, but not as fast as your
The self-defense workshop will
mind races. What do you do if you
place Monday, February 24. Actake
ire grabbed from behind?
cording to club president Kevin
can
be
question
The answer to this
will learn some
found at "Assault Prevention," a Downey, participants
teachings
such as "vital
workshop sponsored by The Boston fundamental

by Joanne

McAllister

COMPLETE HAIR SERVICE
MEN & WOMEN
ALL HAIRCUTS

Includes: Shampoo, Cut & Blowdry
Replace Lost, Damaged,
or Discolored Lenses at a
Fraction of their Original
Cost!

$12.50
On Perms
OjftO/
JU/O30 with Student I.D.30
MON-SAT 8 - 6
THURS 8 - 9
Directly Across From Newton Centre T Station

'Daily Wear Lenses
?Amsof
?American Hydron
?Aosoft
?Bausch&Lomb

targets to go after on an assailant."
More importantly, those in attendance will develop a new attitude a "mental gain."

Downey's hope is that people will
learn not to panic when confronted
with a potentially dangerous situation
and that they'll leave the workshop
"recognizing the need for action and
the ability to act decisively."
John Almeida, a third degree
black belt and martial arts expert
for over 15 years, will lead the
demonstration. Almeida runs a
karate school in New Bedford, but
he is most renowned for his selfdefense technique, said Barnett. He
works with the New Bedford Police
teaching his speciality.
The workshop is the Karate Club's
contribution to campus welfare, said
Downey. The community offering,
he said, is to help get rid of what he
calls the club's bad reputation of being "kind of cocky."
The BC Karate Club has been
around for about 15 years, going in
and out of existence. According to
Downey the club diedfour years ago,
in his freshman year, when the
number of members dwindled to
eight. It began the next year and currently has a membership of 50,
almosthalf of which are women.

The club meets three times a week
for workouts led by Downey. Occaisionally, the session is run by Tabata.
a master in the art. The group
belongs to two organizations; The
New England Collegiate Karate
Conference [NECKC] which includes
schools such as Vale, ULowell, and
Columbia, and the North American
Karate Federation [NAKFI

"We're not promoting violence,"
said Downey. In fact, he says, the
whole Karate philosophy is completely non-violent. The workouts are for
exercise?mental and physical.
Besides the benefits of increased
strength, stamina, discipline and
coordination, Downey sees karate as
a means of polishing one's character.
He emphasizes, "You learn to fight
so you don't have to fight."
Barnett stated the need for
knowledge specific to self-defense
when she said that she sometimes is
scared "walking home from
school?even after karate." The
workshop designed to help alleviate
this fear will take place in Campion
Gym, from 7-10 pm. There is a five
dollar fee which goes to pay Almeida
and his assistants. Since the space is
limited to 100 participants, the
Karate Club will hold registration
before the event.

?Cibasoft

?Durasoft

$41.93 pair
?

Tinted Lenses
Bausch & Lomb
Natural Tints
Cibasoft Colors

?
?

5

63.97 pair

"Extended Wear Lenses
?AOSoftcon
? Bausch & Lomb

$57/pr.
$45/pr.

?CooperVision
Permalens
?CSIT
?Durasoft 3
?Genesis 4
?Hydrocurve

$67/pr.
$97/pr.
$57/pr.

$55/pr

$?5/pr

IF YOUR BRAND IS NOT LISTED
HERE, SEND A COPY OF YOUR
PRESCRIPTION AND WE WILL
SEND YOU A QUOTE.
1
I
Date
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I Dear Doctor

I

please send me a copy of mylaiesl soil
contact lens prescription Please complete
this and ma<l it assoon as possible Thank
yOu very much
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Filler's Signalufe

All lenses guaranteed first quality, and
are supplied In the original factory

sealed vials.
FOLLOW THESE 5 EASY STEP S
1 Acquire your complete contact lens
prescription

2 Complete theorder below
3 Make check, money order, or
complete credit card inlormaion payable to CLS, mc
4 Enclose name, address & phone
number with order
5 Mail all information to,

Contact Lens Supply, Inc.
30650 Carter Rd.

Cleveland. Ohio 44139

216/248-2417

"Contact Lens Suppliers
for 25 years."

Please send
only
a pair.
?

Total for lenses

?

Shipping A Handling

?

pairs at
BC

?

1 *j*j_J One way: Anywhere we go.

?

Total

I have enclosed total

payment in the following

manner:
chock

money order

VISA

MasterCard

(Personal Checks must be cleared
prior to shipment)
CWiilia.k
IqMaMi

tlfitwi

,

-

?No single lens orders please.
? We will keep all prescriptions on file
for reorders.
?90% of the lenses ordered are in our
inventory and ready to be shipped in
24 hours.

This Spring Break, if you and your
friends are thinking about heading to the
slopes, the beach or just home for a visit,
Greyhound®can take you there. For no more
than $59, one way, if you buy a round-trip
ticket.
m,ml, »i?,,io
?n
eoruary 7/ rU
rEmm
rom rCaUnionr
tnrOUgn
iViay IV, ail
yOU do is Show US your College Student I.D.
, .
.
. ..

.

card when you purchase your ticket. Your

©

. ...

, Greyhound Lines, Inc.
,
Qfi r
1986

ticket will then be good for travel for 15 days
from the date of purchase,
So this Spring Break, get a real break.
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $59 or less,
For more information, call Greyhound,

.

Must present a valid college student I.D. card upon purchase. No
other discounts appiv Tickets are nontransferableand good for
travel on Greyhound Lines, Inc., and other pararipating carriers
Certain restrictions apply. Offer effective 2/7/86. Offerlimited. Not
valid in Canada.

4GO GREYHOUND

£Jmhrd leave the driving to us.
10 St. JJames Aye., 423-5810

*Based on round-trip ticket purchase.
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BC Downs Lowell, 3-0, Lengthens League Lead
McCloud leads Seton Hall past Eagles,84-75
Gordon Posts

Tough Road
Lays Ahead

Shutout
by Kenny Carty

by Arthur

Boston College hockey coach Len
Ceglarski got just what he was expecting this past weekend.
"At this time of year you expect
to be in 2-1 games," stated Ceglarski after his Eagles had downed the
University of Lowell Sunday afternoon by the score of 3-0, vaulting the
Eagles in first place in Hockey East,
a mere one point ahead of the Boston
University Terriers. Earlier in the
week, BC downed the Providence
College Friars by the score of 5-1.
Leading the way for the Eagles was
senior netminder Scott Gordon. He
turned aside 25 Lowell shots, many
of the difficult variety.
The Chiefs, with their bruising
physical brand of hockey, were coming into McHugh Forum with the intentions of taking the body and trying to slow down BC. Surprisingly,
the first two periods were relatively
calm as only three minor penalties
were called.
One of these such occasions was
midwaythrough the first period. BC
found itself on a five on three
powerplay. The Chiefs were able to
hold BC shotless during this two
minute stretch.
Lowell netminder Dana Demole
was especially effective in the first
period as he stopped all 11" Eagle
shots directed at him.
After being held scoreless for the
first period, BC was able to change
the tempo of the contest from a
rather sluggish and conservative
game into a wide open contest. The
Eagles were now beginning to hover
around Demole, causing confusion in
the Lowell end.

Women'sSwimming

Anastos

"Things can only get better."

?Howard Jones
Things are just not going well for
the Boston College mens' basketball
team. In case you haven't read a
newspaper or watched the news in a

few weeks, the Eagles have not won
a game since three days after Super
Bowl XX. The Eagles latest debacle
by came at the hands of the same Seton
Hall Pirates Saturday, 84-75 in
overtime.
With Syracuse playing Providence
and St. Johns playing UConn also on
Saturday, a BC win over the lowly
Pirates would have helped move BC
within reach of fourth place. Instead,
BC forward Doug Brown tries to make a play against Lowell goalie Dana Demole.
the Eagles recorded their fourth
Although the score of the game
Demole's bubble burst when BC's
to disorganize Lowell enough to doustraight loss, and some harsh words
Kevin Houle was sent in on a
ble their lead as Neil Shea poked would not change, the intensity level from head coach Gary Williams.
breakaway by linemate Ken Hodge.
home a loose puck in front of and penalty minutes did.
"The older guys that have been
Breaking into the Lowell zone, Houle
Lowell, realizing that the contest around the last three or four years
Demole. Assists went to Janney and
froze Demole for a split second,
was slipping away, placed their emKevin Stevens.
have always been around great winenabling the BC senior to deke and
While Demole was doing his part phasis on a more physical brand of
ning teams but they weren't the
score on a nifty play. The goal was
in stopping BC shots, down at the hockey.
pressure guys. Someone else did that,
Forty seconds after the Stevens
Houle's eighth of the season. It
other end, Gordon was just beginnbut there's no free ride anymore.
goal, a minor skirmish occurred in They have to do it."
would be a lead that BC would never
ing to make his presence felt.
relinquish.
Gordon, although he had only 10 the Lowell zone. The end result was
After Dana Barros (18 points)
Later in the period, the Eagles were saves in the first two periods, was
four roughing penalties, two for each opened the scoring with a jumper
team. The remainder of the period from the right corner, Seton Hall ran
once again on a powerplay. This time tested. Just ask Chief Tony LoPilato
the results were different.
was mared by this type of activity. off 12 unaswered points behind Anwho was robbed by the BC netminder
After Demole had stopped BC's midway through the period.
And it did not end until another dre McCloud, the second all-time Big
Craig Janney and Doug Brown on a
shoving match occurred with just East scoring leader. McCloud hit two
The Forum crowd of 2,142 sensed
two on one, defenseman Peter
over
two minutes remaing. This time,
victory
jumpers as the Pirates held BC
Eagle
period
an
as the third
Heinze was whistled off for tripping
Eagle Doug Brown was checked scoreless for the next 7:39, taking a
started.
at the 6:09 of the second period.
Their beliefs were reinforced at the heavily into the boards by Lowell's 12-2 lead.
The Eagles were then able to proFred Allard and Gary Murphy. Cap1:15 mark of the period when Stevens
The Seton Hall lead remained betduce one of their better powerplay
tain
Scott Harlow taking exception ween six and 11 points for the final
broke in all alone on Demole. Movopportunities of the past few weeks.
to this, let the two Chiefs know about eight minutes of the half. The Pirates
ing from hi left to right, Stevens proBC continually was moving the
it.
Later, Harlow would comment, "I led 32-26, and had Seton Hall not
to
ceeded wait until Demole had compuck around in the Lowell zone,
had to stand up for my teammate." shot 55 percent at the free throw line.
mmitted himself and neatly tucked
making a mockery of the Chiefs box
Thursday evening, BC was able to BC would have been down by much
the puck underneath him for a 3-0
defense. In fact, the Eagles were able
game.
more.
BC Increases, page 12
Troy Bowers led BC with eight
first half points. McCloud scored 12
of his game high 24 points in the first
half for Seton Hall.
Dominic Pressley controlled the
action
for the first six minutes of the
BC swept the butterfly competition
half, as the Eagles made their
second
with victories from Sullivan in the
first
run
at Seton Hall. The senior
100 (1:04.63) and Flaherty in the 50
guard scored eight points, had three
(28.75).
steals and committed two fouls. Two
The Eagles were also led by
Pressley free throws trimmed the
Murphy
in the 50
sophomore Kristen
Pirate lead to 44-42.
yard breastroke (34.25) and freshman
Russ Doherty and Trevor Gordon
Kristen Noone who touched the wall
pulled
BC to within one, 49-48, and
at 1:05.78 in the 100 yard backstroke.
In the diving competition, BC
BC Embarrassed, page 14
sophomore Linda Gailius captured
both the one meter and three meter
springboard events. "Linda has done
very well all season," said first year
coach Johnathan Beach. "She has
been a consistent high scorer who has
shown great improvement over last

Phot

Steve

Fitzparick

Springfield No Match for BC, 87-53
by

Jeanie Bertino

The Boston College women's
swimming and diving team capped
off a very successful 1985-86 season
as they pounded Springfield College
87-53, Wednesday night af the
William J. Flynn Recreation
Complex.
The Eagles opened their final dual
meet with an easy victory in the 400
medley relay. Senior backstroker
Diane Flaherty, junior breaststroker
Tara McKenna, sophomore butterflyer Kathy Koval and freestyler
Susie Sullivan clocked in at 4:12.48
over 20 seconds ahead of the second
place Springfield team. Flaherty led
off the relay with her best time of the
year (64.46) for 100 yards.
Springfield, like most of the
Eagles' opponents-this season, provided little competition for the
talented BC squad. "The women
haven't had too many close meets.
We're stronger than most teams,"
said coach Tom Groden.
BC garnered first place in eight out
of the twelve individual events, in addition to capturing both relay events
(400 medley and 200 frestyle).
Senior co-captain Sheila Malloy
cruised to a first place finish in the
1000 yard freestyle event with the
time of 10:50.88. Other freestyle winners for the Eagles included freshman
Kirn Ryan in the 200 and Mary
?

Lebeau in the 50.

Phot
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year."

"The swimming in general was
good, though in this meet we had different objectives," noted Groden,
referring to the oppportunity for his
swimmers to compete in different
events as well as qualify for the
ECAC Championships (March 6-8)
in the 100 yard medley and 50 yard
events.

With their victory over Springfield,
the Eagles finished the regular season
at 8-2, their only losses coming
against consistent local powers Harvard and Boston University. "We
won every meet that we should
have," explained Groden, "and we
lost to two better teams."
Groden attributes the Eagles'success to their superior attitude."The
team works very hard. They support

by

Why

Inside:

Eagles Compete

Women swimmerscomplete successful season with victory over Springfield.

one another and that makes it easy
to coach them."
Now that the dual meet season is
over, both the swimming and diving
teams are preparing for the Big East
Championships this weekend at the
Univerity of Pittsburgh.
Groden predicts that defending
champion Pittsburgh "will win
because they are hands above
everyone else," but is confident that
BC can capture second place. "I
think we will swim exceptionallywell.

Our times are better this year than
they were at the same time last year."
Senior co-captains Malloy, Laurie
Berkenkamp and Jane Feitelberg are
determined to fulfill their goal and

place second in the Big East. "We're
looking forward to the championship. We're already starting to taper
and get ready for the meet," said
Berkenkamp. "The highlights of the
season are yet to come," guaranteed
Malloy.

at Millrose
Games,

page 14
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of athlete. Their participation on the
team does not get them any free
education, while their teammates are
all free from worrying about their
financial situations. While scholarship athletes are usually guaranteed
a spot on the team, walk-ons always
have to look out for upcoming talent.
For any fans of the mens' basketball team, you're probably familiar
with the names McCready, Pressley,
and Barros. One player who doesn't
get any publicity, but is out there
everyday practicing is the team's only
walk-on, Charlie Micol.
Micol's story is no different than
that of any other walk-on. When he
decided to attend BC, trying out for
the team would be a priority during
his freshman year. He talked with
mens' basketball coach Gary
Williams, and Williams was pretty
optimistic about it.
During his freshman year, Micol
played for the BC junior varsity,
which is no longer in existence. His
JV play impressed the coaches, so he
was brought up to the varsity halfway
through his freshman year. No
basketball analyst would say that
Micol is the key to the teams' successes, but he has become one of the
more popular players on the team.
Micol's basketball career did not
begin at BC. He attended
Chelmsford High School, where he
had an outstanding career. He was a
key in leading the team to the state
tournament during his sophomore
and junior years. During his senior
year, Micol led the Merrimack Valley
Conference in scoring with a 21.5

average. In addition, at Chelmsford,
Micol ran on the track team, and was
a wide receiver for the football team.
While in high school, Micol knew
he wanted to play basketball in col-

Florida, and California. In addition,
he went to Yugoslavia last summer
when BC went on tour in Europe.
Micol cites another reason for
playing, "Being a member of the Big
lege. He had been actively recruited East, I have seen some of the greatest
by the University of Lowell and by players, like Walter Berry, Pat EwUnion College in New York. ing, and Pearl. I have some of the
However, Micol chose BC because of best seats in the house."
his education. "BC has a great
Micol added that the success of BC
academic reputation, and my first in past years has let him see other napriority is education, and then tionally known players play.
basketball." Micol explained.
He commented on this years'
The question that probably inteam, "We always seem to be one
trigues most people about walk-ons step away. Except for the Syracuse
game, we have been in every game,
and have come close.
"I am pretty optimistic about the

of the season. There is a lot of
season left. If we don't win the rest
of our games, then we'll probably
have to win to win the Big East Tournament to qualify (for the NCAA
rest

Tournament)."

As for the program's future, Micol
noted, "The new complex will help
a lot. A new recruit sees our gym, and
then goes to Syracuse and sees the
Carrier Dome. Kids want to play in
front of big crowds, and they don't
always get that here. The program
will definitely improve with the
Charlie Micol
is "Why put in the time without a
scholarship?"
Micol explained the main reason,
"I have been playing hoops all my
life, and I love to play. I just want
to continue my playing."
He mentioned some other benefits,
like traveling and meeting new people. Micol noted that through basketball he has travelled to Dallas,

complex."

As for Micol's future, he would
like to either get into coaching, or use
his math major to work in real estate.
He works over the summer at a real
estate company in Boston.
But for now, Micol is happy to be
part of the team, and won't complain, "I realize that I may never
play, but being on the team is what's
important, and I'll continue because
this is what I want to do."

Boys of Summer Gear Up for 1986
by Joe Vienneau

preparation for some tough Big East
foes will continue.
On days when the frigid wind cuts
Teams such as Providence and
through winter jackets like a knife Connecticut both look to be tough in
and the dustbowl makes a better ice the upcoming season and St. John's,
rink than a walkway, it is hard to the defending Big East Champs, will
believe that another Boston College again be the team to beat. "They
baseball season is right around the have their entire infield back from
corner. But that certainly is the case last year, so they will be tough."
as BC gearsup for its spring baseball claimed Niles.
schedule, the 29th under head coach
The Eagles will be no pushovers
Ed Pellagrini.
this year themselves. Their pitching
The Eagles continue to hold daily appears stronger than last season, as
workouts in the plex, under the watJoe Kelley and Steve Courtney both
chful eye of assistant coach Frank have another year under their belts.
Niles. Right now, the main concern Jim Robinson, a transfer, shows proof the team is hitting, as BC tries to mise to bolster their staff.
get in shape for their trip to
BC will also score some runs this
Lakeland, Florida (during the first year, even with the graduation of
week of March.).
some big bats last season. Joe Giaquinto, the Eagles' proven slugger,
"We are trying to get as ready as will again be back to lead the way.
Dan Shea , (left) is a forward on the mens' ice hockey team. The Quincy, we can because some of the teams we Giaquinto, who Niles says "loves to
Massachusetts native has been a key this year to the teams' success, especially will be playing will have 15-20 games play the game," will also undoubalready," explaintably be an emotional leader for this
with his play during killing penalties. Thus far in the season Shea has scored under their belts
During
ed
Niles.
days
relatively
young team as well.
those
nine
in
high
school
26 points (10 goals, 16 assists) in 31 games. Shea, who played his
Before the opening Big East conhockey at nearby BC High, missed some of the BC games in December when the sun, the Eagles will play single
games against such teams as East
test, a doubleheader against Prohe competed for the United States in the World Junior National ChampionMichigan,
vidence
March 27, some voids will
Leo's,
Eckard,
St.
and
ships. He and teammate Craig Janney were keys in leading the US to the
to
games
against
and
five
have
be
filled. Positions such as
West
bronze medal. Ingrid Van Zon , (right) is a member of the womens' skiing
base, centerfield and
Michigan.
first
shortstop,
team. The South Egremont, Massachusetts native has been instrumental in
When
rightfield are all up for grabs. Before
Florida,
BC
returns
from
the teams' success this winter.

the Eagles can win the Big East, these
question marks are going to have to
be answered. Niles sees no real problems filling these spots. "We have
some talented players on this team.
Whomever wins the positions will do
an adequete job for us."
Fans might be seeing an even bet1, in the
home opener against Brandeis. Steve
Ferroli, author of Disciple of a
Master, an extension of The Science
of Hitting by Ted Williams, has been
helping out the team with batting instruction to correct some bad habits
that many amateur players develop.
We will see if his instruction rubs off
on the Eagles.
ter hitting team come April

Pellegrini hopes to lead his squad
to an improvement on last seasons
12-22 record (6-12 in Big East).
Pellegrini is currently the eldest of all
head coaches at BC. In his career at
the Heights, he has amassed 17 win-

ning seasons.
This years squad should once again
feature a high powered offense. Last
season the Eagles batted .310 as a
team, while having seven starters over
.300.

Eagles Increase Their
Hockey East lead
\u25a0 continued from page 11
humble the Providence College teams have split the two previous
games, as BC won in November, 2-1
Friars, 5-1.
in
overtime. BU evened the series at
Unlike last year, the Eagles have
1-1
with their 4-1 Beanpot victory.
had little problem in scoring against
Harlow
is now only four points away
Friar netminder Chris Terreri. Unlike
previous games, Terreri gave up an from tying the all-time BC scoring
record. He trails Joey Mullen.
early goal. In fact, BC scored thirtynine seconds after the opening Mullen now the the NHL's Calgary
Flames, amassed 212 total points.
faceoff.
After the Friars tied the contest at Harlow has 208. The shutout was the
1-1, BC took control of the game. By third of Gordon's career and the sethe end of the second period, the cond of the season. The first came at
Eagles led 5-1, while holding Pro- the expense of the Maine Black
vidence to only four shots on goal. Bears.
BC is 11-3 at home, while they are
Freshman netminder David Littman
8-6-2
on the road. The Eagles have
played well and finished the night
accounted
for most of their points
with 23 saves.
against Hockey East schools, as
Eagle Notes... Boston University evidenced by
their 10-2-0record. BC
invades McHugh Forum this is
8-7-1 versus the Western Collegiate
evening
j
Wednesday
for a battle for Hockey
Association (WCHA).
first place in Hockey East. The two
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Heavy action in front of the Lowell net as Eagle Kevin Stevens moves into the zone.
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BU Rumbles past BC for Beanpot Title
by Tony Zarillo

Led by the outstanding goaltending of Terry Taillefer, Boston
University defeated Boston College
4-1 to win the 1986 Beanpot last
Monday night.
Sophomore left wing Clark
Donatelli scored the first two Terrier
goals in the opening period to spark
BU to its first Beanpot title since 1982
when they also topped the Eagles.
The win was BU's thirteenth championship while BC has won ten.
Many people who have followed
BC hockey fortunes over the past
years might snicker that this was just
another Eagle "choke." That is
definitely not the case. BC was beaten
by a team which came out ready to
play.

Led by the aggressive play of
defenseman Scott Shaunessey, BU
came out hitting and BC was off
stride from the start.
"Coach (BU's Jack Parker) said
before the game, sic'em," said
Shaunessey in the jubilant and
crowded BU locker room after the
game.

The hard work of the aggressive
Terriers paid off at 4:30 of the first
period when Donatelli received a slick
pass from center John Cullen and put
the puck past a prone BC goalie Scott
Gordon. BC defenseman John
McNamara was in the penalty box
for holding and another penalty was

called on BC's John McLean for
roughing, though the Eagles killed
this penalty.
BC came back with a power play
goal of their own when Scott Harlow
stuffed in a rebound of a Ken Hodge
shot. It would be the only shot that
would get past Taillefer, the Tournament MVP.
BU came back quickly with two
goals of their own in a space of four
minutes to put the Eagles in the hole
they would not get out of all night.
At 8:12 Donatelli picked up a pass
from Cullen inside the BC zone and
after a few nice dekes put the puck
past Gordon. Shaunessy also received an assist.
A little over three minutes later BU
left wing Scott Sanders dug the puck
from the near boards in the BC zone
and threw the puck towards the BC
net. Tony Majkozak steered the pass
past Gordon from inside the left circle. Jeff Sveen received an assist on
the goal which occured at 11:20.
BC was down 3-1 and at this point
BU was out hitting and out skating
the Eagles. Every loose puck seemed to be swooped up by a Terrier
skater.
"We got a great effort emotionally," said an elated Parker. "We were
disciplined in our own end and in our
forechecking."
Thefirst halfof the second period
went pretty much the same as thefirst
with BU controlling the play. Now,
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Eagle Neil Shea makes a bid on Terrier goaltender Terry Taillifer.
though, the Eagles began to get more
BC outshot BU 30-18 in the final
aggressive, forechecked much more
two periods and 44-28 overall, but the
effectively and peppered Taillefer Eagles could not solve Taillefer and
with more shots.
overcome the early BU lead.
But Taillefer was more than up to
Peter Marshall added an empty net
the task.
goal to give BU its final goal.
Despite the loss Gordon shined once
have
time
I
again
"That is the fourth
in the BC net. The senior won
seen him play and I did not think he
the goaltender award based on save
was that terrific," lamented Harlow percentage and without his fine
in a very quiet BC locker room. "He preformance BC would not have even
was hot tonight."
been this close.

Said BC coach Len Ceglarski, "I
thought that we played well after the
first period, but you have to give him
[Taillefer] credit."
After being named MVP, Taillefer
exclaimed, "Right now I am going
out of my mind. It's great."
BC must now forget this tough loss
and remember there are many more
important games to go.

Eagles and Terriers Twist and Jab in Beanpot
However, at the 10:00 mark of the
round, BC's line of Harlow, Doug
Brown, and Kenny Hodge took the
game out of the corners and into the
center of the ring, applying constant
pressure on Tallefer. But the talented
sophmore from Edmonton, Alberta slipped combination after
combination.

by Jim Van Anglen

"In the Maroon Corner, winner of
Championships and
presently 19-9 with two draws," a
voice crackles over the Boston
Garden loudspeaker, "The Boston
ten Beanpot

College Eagles."
A Dolite applause rises from the

Chestnut Hill fans.
Fans? Perhaps spectators is more
"And in this corner, winner of 12

It was BU's turn to get on its bicycle as BC continued to take the fight
to the Terriers. But Taillefer was

lone draw, the Terriers of Boston
University."
A roar scintilates the Garden air,
ruffling the banners hangingsilently
above the ice.
This was Marvelous Marvin
Hagler vs Thomas Hearns?three
rounds of Destruction. There are
even rumors that the Marvelous One
gave BU defenseman Scott Shaunessy
his baseball cap with the word
"War" emblazoned above the brim.
This was Rocky Marciano vs.
anybody...
This was Roberto Duran vs. Sugar
Ray Leanord the first time in
Montreal ?bravado vs. talent.
Bravado won out this time, 4-1, at
the 34th
annual Beanpot
Championships.
The Terriers came out in the first
round and took command of the
fight in the corners, going to the body
early with viscious forechecking.
Backed up against the ropes, BC
couldn't get into its game, passing

opportunity. With 6:35 left in the
game, it looked as if BC had finally
by turned the fight around, as Tallefer
lay on the ice with an injury. But the
BU crowd refused to let its hero stay
down, chanting "Terry" "Terry." In
classic Rocky form, Taillefer, who
was unsure of his future in hockeyas
late as last summer due to severe bursitus in both hips, pulled himself up
BC goaltender Scott Gordon fends off the attack of BU's Ed Lowney and Clark Donatelli
on the ropes and finished perhaps his
commanding
poorly and unable to unleash its oftic at the 7:29 mark of the first pretty feint for a
2-1 best game in the red and white of
goalie
later,
power
against
period.
fensive
BU
Terrier lead. Five minutes
left Boston University.
Terry Taillefer (Game MVP).
Except for this brief moment, the wing Tony Majkozak streaked down
Bravado won out over talent this
entire round belonged to the Terriers, the middle and slipped the puck bettime.
Duran beat Leonard. But
With Eagle defenseman John who went right back to the body after ween Gordon's pads?a quick,
New Orleans for the seremember
McNamara in the penalty box, BU Harlow's goal?again forcing BC out straight right which forced an eight
Duran couldn't last
cond
when
fight
combination,
quick
struck first with a
of its fight plan with agressive count for the Eagles.
seven
and
uttered
the infamous "No
slipped
Although
as center John Cullen
the forechecking.
the game
puck to left wing Clark Donatelli in was knotted at 1-1, the judges'
Sensing a KO, BU didn't let up at Mas! No Mas!"
front of the net for the sophomore's scorecards clearly had the Terriers in the beginning of the second round
first of two goals on the night. But the lead.
The rematch is scheduled for
sticking the Eagles with a series of
BC recovered quickly on a power
Donatelli came back for his second combinations. Gordon was brilliant, Wednesday, February 19 at McHugh
play of its own, as senior Scott
goal of the night at the 8:12 mark of
slipping punches and the stopping the Forum. Bravado vs. Talent. Duran
vs. Leonard. Boston University vs.
a
rebound
and
stuffed
puck
Harlow took
the round as he beat outstretched
as the Terrier pressure conit past a sprawling Tallefer for a 1-1 Eagle goalie Scott Gordon with a
tinued to confuse his teammates. Boston Colleee.

accurate.

Beanpots and presently 18-11 with a
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Womens' Hoops Split Big East Play
by

Brendan Sullivan

The Boston College womens'
basketball team retained their
number five Big East standing with
a loss to Syracuse University and a
win over the University of Connecticut this past week. Saturday night
the Eagles hosted the second place
Orangemen from Syracuse at Roberts
Center and lost 70-64, despite a great
effort.
"We played really well but we
allowed too many offensive rebounds," explained assistant coach
Ali Kantor.
In thefirst half, the Eagles boasted
a 56 shooting percent from the floor
and were playing head-to-head with
Syracuse. But the second half
brought with it a sprint of bad luck
for BC. The Eagles' shooting dropped to 36 percent in the second half.
"We had the shots, but when you
play a team like Syracuse, you have
to accept the shots that don't fall for

you...they just didn't go in for us,"
expressed Kantor.

The Eagles' leading rebounder
Marie Grant dislocated her finger late
in the first half which didn't help the
Eagle cause. "We were having problems with our rebounding the whole
day and when Marie got hurt, our rebounding was that much less effective," said Kantor.
Grant returned in the second half
to gain an eleven point total for the
day, not enough however to push the

Eagles to victory.
Last Wednesday, the Eagles beat
the UConn Huskies at Connecticut
59-55. Last time the Eagles faced the
Huskies, UConn came away with the
win. This time, however, the Eagles

showed UConn that one win is
enough.

"Last time we played UConn, they
beat us by five points, so this time we
had something to prove, especially at
UConn's home court," explained
Kantor.

The Eagles ran very well and executed their half court game which

attributed to the win, according to
Kantor. Also, Eagle point guard Ann
Odoy's game provided a consistent
balance for BC's inside and outside
game.

"We played very well from the
opening minute...we deserved to
win," said Kantor.
The Eagles play St. Johns at
Roberts Center this Wednedsday
evening. The Redmen are currently
third in the Big East behind Syracuse
and Villanova. Last week's games
and the upcoming game this week
should be an outlook of the Big East
Tournament being hosted by the
Eagles. The February 28th weekend
will have games Friday, Saturday and
finals on Sunday. The winner of this
tournament is an automatic qualifier
for the NCAA tournament coming
up in about a month.
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BC women continue hustling against their Big East opponents.
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BC Harriers Top BU, Shine at Millrose Games
by

University is the defending New
England champion.
The meet was filled with personal

Sean Hennessey

Good things come to those who
work hard. The Boston College
men's and women's track team will
certainly attest to that as they were
invited to the Millrose Games held at
Madison Square Garden over the
weekend.
Not just anyone goes to the
Millrose Games. Selection to compete
comes to the up and coming teams,
the teams that have proven
themselves over the year, and the
teams with good reputations. The BC
men have traditionally been invited
but this year marked thefirst time the
women have made an appearance.
"It's a good feeling knowing that
you are one of the top teams in the
country," said Eagle track mentor
Jack McDonald.
Only twelve women's teams were
invited to the meet, and the BC
women's team of Janice Reid, Peg
Perkins, Therese Doucete, and Leslie
Freeman finished sixth with a time of
3:54.5. Temple won the overall relay
with a time of 3:48.
The men, on the other hand,
finished sixth out ofeight teams. The
quartet of long jumpers Rob Davis
and Ray Hawkins, hurdler Jeff
Baker, and high jumpers Jim
Maniscalco, finished second to
Rutgers (3:20) with a 3:27. It marked the first time that McDonald used four runners whose specialty was
something else. McDonald calls these
four his specialty people, in that they

bests. John Clopeck broke his own
school record (3:50) in the 1500
meters with a time of 3:47.1, but
misses qualifying for the NCAA's by
less than five seconds. If he had done
a 3:43 he would have been in. Ray
Hawkins won the long jump with
236", freshman Jeff Baker won the
55m hurdles in 7.7 seconds, freshman
Goerge Grant won the 1000mwith a
2:28, and freshman Ken Moody captured the triple jump with a distance
of 456".
Jim Maniscalco and Moody made
up what has been, to date, the best
high jumping combination when they
both tied for second (BU's Greg Gonsalves won with 7-3) with an indoor
by jump
of 6'll!/2". Last spring
Jil Maniscalco set a PR at the BC Relays
with a jump of 7-0.
Joe Rocha lost to BU's Are Nakim
(7:58) in the 3000mbut set a PR with
Eagle harriers prepare for upcoming Big East Championships.
8:10. In the process he missed qualihave the athletic talent to run as well
experience to justwatch these people.
And both teams won. For the men fying for the NCAA's by five
as jump. In addition, the four are Two weeks ago we were at the Olymit marked their first win in a close seconds. David Sullivan set a PR in
BC's best quarter milers.
pic Invitationals and those same meet. Earlier in the season the men's the 3000 with 8:28, and Mike Pieroni
The Millrose Games are an invitateam had lost to Harvard (defending
athletes were there."
set a PR in the 1500 with a 3:56. Jim
tional meet with the greatest athletes
It was a busy weekend for the Ivy league champion) in a meet that Kenney placed second in the 35-lb
from all over the world competeing. Eagles. They left at 8:30 in the morMcDonald said involved a controverweight throw with a toss of 637".
The colleges invited run two events, ning on Friday morning and arrived sial call.
Leslie Freeman captured the 500
the mile relay and the two mile relay, in NY at about 2:00 p.m., competed
The team also lost a close meet to in 1:14, Therese Doucette won the
and these are run in between the inthat afternoon, and then left for NU when they lost the meet's
1000 in 2:53, setting a new school
vitational meets.
Boston Friday night, arriving back at deciding event, the two mile relay. record, while Chris D'Allesandro
McDonald said the meet was a BC at 4:30 a.m. Saturday morning. But Saturday was different. "It was (4:40), Virginia Conners (4:41), and
"good opportunity to see the great At 11:00 that morning the team was a good thing that we were able to win Sue Clancy (4:47.1) placed
second,
athletes not only compete but to also back on the field in a dual meet a close one against a good team," third, and fourth, respectively, in the
see how they warm up. It's a whole against BU.
said McDonald. Indeed. Boston
1500m.
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Eagle Grapplers Pinned by New Hampshire
by

John Valente
John Madden would refer to these

guys as different types of people,
kind of likeclean dirt. They are first
and foremost students at Boston Col-

lege. After classes they do something
besides watch TV or get ready for a
night on the town. They constantly
are working to improve their
quickness and agility while maintaining their strength. They are the
members of the BC wrestling team.
The grapplers from the Heights
lost a battle to their University of
New Hampshire counterparts last
Wednesday but for the sixty or so
people in attendance the exhibition
was appreciated. The final score was
34-11 but it was not indicative of the
play of the dedicated Eagles.
BC jumped out to a quick lead
when a forfeit gave them 6 points to

open the match. That lead was not
to last. A technical win at 126 lbs
evened it up and set the stage for one

of the most exciting matches of the
evening.

At 134 lbs Bill Gallucci, one of
BC's talented sophomores, battled,
indeed that is no exageration, two
time New England Champion Dave
Beaulieo. Gallucci was down 7-4 going into the 3rd period. As BC's head
coach Joe Guinta yelled instructions
from the sideline, Gallucci prepared
for the final 3 minutes in the circle.
Gallucci looked to be in trouble when
Beaulieo, wrestling like a champion
went right after the BC grappler.
Guinta and the BC Braintrust continued to yell instructions and encouragement to their student. With
his back to the wall Gallucci used catlike quickness to prevent being taken

down inside the circular wrestling
area.
After the official allowed play to
resume, Gallucci quickly got back
with a two point move when he
regained control of his opponent.
When the horn went off Gallucci was
down 1 point. When it was determined by the officials that he was in control for more than 1 minute more
than Beaulieo he was allotted 1 point
for riding time and the battle resulted
in a tic. Guinta said, "Gallucci
wrestled well." The team scores were
now equal at 8-8.
BC then lost 5 straight bouts. The
closest of which involved another
sophomore, Jamie Linkowski and
another New England Champion
from UNH, Tim Weckworth.
Weckworth was down early with a
bloody nose but he recovered. When
the third period started the score was

This Week At The Heights

Student tickets for the Big
East Tournament go on sale
Tuesday, 9:00 am at Roberts
Center.

7-5 and excitement was in the air. The
crowd was as vocal as any Robert's
Center has seen this year. Linkowski
was coming back. Although he
fought very well and didn't give up
any points he couldn't make up the
deficit. The score was now UNH 25
and BC 8.
The next match was a forfeit win
for the Wildcats and BC was in a battle for pride down 31-5. The pride
came from a BC win at 190 lbs.
BC's Bob Radocia took it right to
Chris Murtha of UNHand reversed
the Wildcat for a quick 2 pts.

BC Embarrassed at the
Hands of Seton Hall, 84-75
Ucontinued from page 11
with only 6:15 left, BC led for the
first time since 2-0. Tom Hjerpe drew
the foul on Martin Salley, made the
double pump layup and foul shot and
the Eagles led 51-49.
When Pirate guard John Morton
(11 points) connected on a 6 ft.
jumper from theright baseline, Seton
Hall had drawn even at 51-51, the
first of five ties during theremainder
of regulation.
With BC trailing 58-55 with 3:40
remaining, Barros scored five in a
row on two drives and a foul shot.
Jamie Benton followed a Barros miss
on the Eagles' next possession, and
BC led 62-58 with 2:18 left.
After McCloud and Bowers traded baskets (64-60 BC), the Eagles
committed two crucial turnovers
enabling the Pirates to regain posesion of the ball. Jamie Benton fell
down and was called for travelling
with 51 seconds showing, and after
Mark Bryant (13 points) tipped in a
Morton jumper, Seton Hall was
within two.
On BC's last posession, Hjerpe lost

Benton's pass. James Major (13
points) picked up the loose ball and
buried a short pullup jumper to tic
the game at 64-64 with 20 seconds
remaining.
The Eagles held the ball for the last
shot with the score tied and:20 on
the clock. Seton Hall sent two men
on Barros as the clock wound down,
and Barros' shot with :02 was blocked by Morton.
Ricky Burton put Seton Hall on
top to stay with a layup from Major
with 4:09 left in OT, and it never got
any better. Bryant tipped in a
McCloud jumper, and after Hjerpe
(4 points, 2 turnovers) lost the ball,
Major nailed two free throws to put
Seton Hall ahead 72-66. The lead
swelled to 11 before Steve Benton
dropped one in at the buzzer for the
final 84-75 score.
"If there was one thing I could do,
I would give this team some heart to
fight...but it's just not working,"said
co-captain Pressley.
"Obviously we haven't had the
leadershipwe've needed," Williams

said.

Remaining Home games

for

The Blue Chips of Boston College

Radocia wrestled very well and got
BC three points.
UNH took the heavy weight division in a battle of the giants that was
definitely not an offensive showcase.
It should be left at that.
"Due to some injuries the lineup
is not that solid. We have a pair of
juniors and some sophomores and
freshmen. We are a young team,"
commented Guinta.
The Eagles will next square off
against the Terriers of Boston
University Wednesday night at the
Plex and Saturday afternoon against
Seton Hall and U-Maine.

the BC Hockey Team
Vs. BU, Weds., Feb. 19 at 7:30
Vs. Maine, Sat., Feb. 23 at 2:00
Vs. Maine, Sun., Feb. 24 at 2:00
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Strasbourg Trip Planned
plicants should be reasonably strong
in French language skills, with at

by Veronica Noonan

The Romance Language Department, in a sponsorship with the
Boston-Strasbourg Sister City
Association and the Institut European d'Etudes Commerciales
Superieures, is sponsoring an internship exchange program for twelve
Boston College students.
The internships will last four to six
weeks, and are offered by various industries in Strasbourg. The participating companies in 1985 were the
City of Strasbourg, Kronenboure
Brewery, Derniere Nouvelles
d'Alsace [a newspaper], Societe Alsecienne dc Supermarches [a supermarket chain], several banks and
other fields of interest.
The coordinator, Professor
Marian St. Onge, outlined the requirements for the program. Ap-

least an Intermediate French and one
other course of study. St. Onge
said,"They should be enthusiastic,
adaptable and considering careers in
the international field."

Participants will be expected to
provide their own transportation to
and from Strasbourg, as well as insurance. However, room, board, and
pocket money will be supplied by the
sponsoring company. In addition, the
students will be given transportation
in Europe, as well as free passes to
museums and other cultural and
social events.
Applications are

available in the
Romance Language Department and
should be submitted byFebruary 28,
1985 to Professor St. Onge, Lyons
302D.

Hot Meals (Breakfast, too)
Homemade Pastries

244-0607

V

GIRLS: $13.00 GUYS: $9.00
PERMS: $28.00 REG: $40.00
__.
.
.. .._. , ,.
-~ .. ._. ,_.
SUNBURST
HIGHLIGHTING-"! 5% off~
EARPIERCING-$B.OO, Reg. $10.00

ke cream
Featuring Homemade Irish

Bread and Mocha Coffee.
"eat in or take out"

..?.,

2 3 2-09 29
155 Sutherland Rd.,
Co mm

36 Langley Road, Newton Centre

STUDENT SPECIALS:
HAIRCUT AND BLOWDRY

Specials

(At th c Corn er of

Call Now For Your
Spring Break
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"A LITTLE BIT OF
EVERYTHING"
restaurant
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Offer Good With

Coupon
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ln The Heart of the Strip on
the Fort Lauderdale Beach.
By the Ocean and the Action."
Special Student Discounts
Poinsetta Beach Inn
2930 Poinsetta St.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33316
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Annual Haitian Trip Cancelled Due to Revolt
slums. The government ignores
responsibility for the slums which
leaves the burden to fall on the
Because of the recent revolt against
Catholic church. "Fifty percent of
the eovernment in Haiti which led to
the children in these slums don't live
the exile of President-for-Life Jean
past the age of five," Braunreuther
Claude Devalier, the Boston College
explained, depicting the poverty and
"Thestudents always say I prepare
"Haitian Pilgrims" have recently
disease the group would have ensmell,"
cancelled their fifth annual trip to the them for everything but the
countered.
to
referring
poorest country in the Western Braunreuther reflected,
The "Pilgrims" also help out at
the feces and dead animals which
Hemisphere.
float in the trench of the canal which the Home for the Destitute and DyLed by Rev. Bob Braunreuther runs through the middle of the two ing and the Home for Abandoned or
S.J., 20 Boston College seniors, a largest slums in Haiti, ironicallynamMalnourished Children. By changing
nurse, a doctor, and a translator had ed Boston and Brooklyn.
diapers and doctoring the sick at
planned to travel to Haiti's capital cithese two homes, the students aid a
The group traditionally visits many group of nuns known as the Misty, Port-au-Prince, during spring
of the 121 one-room schools in the sionaries of Charity.
break.
by

The 14 women and ten men had
planned to spend the week at a convent school on the edee of
Port-au-Prince helping to alleviate
suffering in the destitute country.

Beth Ann Dailey

BC Springbreak Party 86!

SPRING BREAK PARTY

I

Includes: 7 Nights Lodging, 8 Beach Days
Dates: Check in any Saturday,
Check out the following Saturday
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ing" of the students, helping them
deal with what they saw, did, and experienced in Haiti.
When Braunreuther cancelled this
trip after consultation with contacts
in Haiti, he considered taking the
group to Jamaica. He discovered that
there were also protests in Jamaica
and decided to abort that idea. "The
students were prepared for Haiti, not
Jamaica. I can't orient the students
in time," he stated. Braunreuther
described the students as being "very
good" about the plans to cancel the
trip. He said that some of them cried.
Commenting on the cancellation of
tthe trip he lamented, "You feel
violated. Violence and terrorism are
really affecting our lives."

Lauderdale Party Guide
LUV
Club membership
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to go along to celebrate mass.
Braunreuther was also to be responsible for the "psychological process-

* Ft
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"IV

Scholastic, who asked Braunreuther

.Restaurants
? Special
LUV Happy Hour Prices
? Button School Party
? inactivities day at Penrod's

\u2713

\

The 20 students were selected at
random from a group of 40 seniors
who submitted written applications
and
were
interviewed by
Braunreuther. These 40 students had
a desire to help out the poor during
their spring break and for many of
them this was an opportunity to test
their ability to do volunteer work.
Braunreuther describes these men
and women as typical Boston College
students. They raise their own roundtrip airfare through fundraisers conducted with the other members of the
trip. In anticipation of the extreme
differences in the environment between Boston and Port-au-Prince,
Braunreuther has the students par-

ticipate in orientation. This process
included medical check ups, medical
briefings, shots and slide presentations about the nation's history,
politics, and government.
This trip to Haiti was initiated by
John Mullaney, an unordained Jesuit

* Patio bars
[

J

Swimming pools

Braunreuther also includes in the
itinerary a trip to the country where
the students view rural poverty and
cleanse themselves in the ocean. During their week, the group would have
observed liturgy and done something
cultural such as observing authentic
Haitian dancing. They also would
have gone to the local Episcopal
parish to view the frescos and see
how wealthy Haitians live.

Fulltime staff to work in residence
programs for MR adults in Needham/
Newton. ISP development, ADL training
and community integration skills are areas
dealt with by staff. Mon-Fri. Also week-end
openings available. BA or experience
preferred. Call Marylou or Dennis.
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Reasons for South African Support Disputed

Mcontinued from page 7
questioned how, geographically,
South Africa could even block what
President Reagan has labled "the
choke point." His final statement in
regard to the Cape Route argument
is that it is not logical and "flounders
very badly."
The argument that positions South
Africa as a Soviet bulwark stems
from the miconception that "Soviet
tentacles are everywhere in South
Africa," said Bowman. Further, he
suggested that South Africa uses and
perverts this distorted image casting
the situation as cold war between it
and the Soviet Union.

The Communist threat in South "our regional friend," according to 27 minerals crucial to industry, seven have to support a larger percentage
Africa is aconcern which "ebbs and Bowman, "arises out of the Nixon- of them come almost exclusively of the population.
Kissinger times in many respects."
from South Africa.
Bowman ended his lecture with
flows with different administrations
South
administration,
the
Reagan
questioned
said
Bowman.
To
how
far
the
US
on where US policy in
speculation
States,"
United
He
in the
However, Bowman believes that this Africa appears to be a gem of a would go to insure that we get those South Africa should turn. He believes
that there is a need for more direct
fear is unfounded. Out of fifty millitary force. It is anti-Communist, minerals.
Currently, South Africa's mineral pressure on South Africa after the
African countries, two are tied to the gathers intelligence, uses its own
money on defenseand is prepared to
sale is half of the country's income. failure of Reagan's proposed "conUSSR?Angola and Ethiopia.
sweeping
Soviets
send
its
men
to
war.
The
administraimage
of
"The
This income only goes to 15% of the structive engagement." He stated
across Africa is wrong," Bowman tion's reasoning, according to population, the white minority. that there is an unprecedented instated. According to him, this picture Bowman, is "in a tough world, who Bowman believes that the US is in no crease in domestic violence in the
danger of losing access to the country and "there is a sustained
does not at all "pay tribute to their are we to turn down a friend?"
In
Africa."
Bowman
Reagan
believes that the
minerals. He asked where the majori- level of resistance causing the governmany failures in
Soviets
Administration
reciprocates
what
the
friendty of the minerals are sold, "the ment breakdown of control." South
opinion,
Bowman's
a
way
ship
deeply
limited.
in
he
finds
offer
Africa
is
troublanswer
is singular ?the US." He also Africa is not moving fast enough or
have to
The desire to keep South Africa as ing. "We have gone out of our way said that any government successor far enough, said Bowman. He stressto be solicitous to South Africa."
would be forced to continue trade ed the need for at least a symbolic
Bowman believes that what started with the US because of the probabili- gesture by the US demonstrating its
out as a belief that the South African
ty that the new government would opposition to South African policy.
government would change has
resulted only in destabilization. He
said that the US has given the country time but they "continue to delay
seriously any efforts toward domestic
change."
Mcontinued from page 9
The footer window will disappear
The need for South Africa as an
If you prefer page numbers at the and the header window will become
ally
return a few times to inis an absurdity, stated Bowman.
active.
Press
top, save this procedure for the
asked what kind of scenerio
sert
and
close
the
header
He
space
some
header.
would require South Africa as ally.
Now close the footer window by window. You are ready to begin
typing.
It would have to be a war between
pointing to the squarebox in the upthe superpowers, he predicts, and
per left corner of the footer window.
"that war would take conceivably
This box is called the "Close Box."
Play around for now (you can't
minutes."
40-50
Click once in the close box to close hurt anything really), but don't do
Finally,
Bowman explained what
Sa/ad,
the window, as shown below.
anything critical. Next week I'll cover
he feels is the Administrations
formating, editing, style and font
strongest argument for supporting
changes, saving and printing. Isn't
South Africa, the fear of losing their
1918 Beacon Street
this fun?
mineral export. The UnitedStates has
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Breakfast Served
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JAMAICA LIQUORS

900 Huntington Avenue
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Mishink
Buick/Pontiac/lsuzu
1000 Main St./Rte. 28, Bridgewater
Don't know where we are? Call collect
for directions 693-3113.

* If not in stock we will order one in your choice of color. Lease based on 18.000 mi. per yr.
Includes excise & sales tax. 48 mo. closed end lease. Requires refundable security deposit of
$150.00. Insurance not included.
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Police
B
lotter
by Laurie Leonard
Thursday, February 6
At 8:00 am Police responded to
reports of harassing phone calls

recieved in Duchesne.

Friday, February 7

At 9:30, an illegally parked car

at Newton Campus warranted a
Police investigation.
Shortly before 10:00 am, there was
a reported larceny at Devlin Hall.
Police recovered a lost bicycle
from Newton Campus at 10:35 am.
At 12:10 pm, Police responded to
a report of a party going into diabetes

?

i

shock at Carney Hall.
A trespasser was removed from
Fitzpatrick at 9:49 pm.
Saturday, February 8
At 12:45 am Police responded to
a suspicious odor in Walsh Hall.
A fire alarm was set off at 1:41 am
as a result of smoke on the third floor
of Fitzpatrick.
There was a reported larceny from
a motor vehicle in Duchesne parking
lot at 6:30 pm.
At 6:38 Police transported a party with a twisted knee from the plex
to the infirmary.
Alcohol was confiscated from
Claver Hall at 11:09 pm.
Forty minutes later, police
responded to suspicious circumstances at Claver.
Sunday, February 9
There was a larceny of property
from Kostka Hall at 12:44 am.
Police responded to an alleged
assault at Cummings road at 1:08
am. There were reports from
witnesses but no victim or suspect
was found.
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254-4110:
[ 421 Cambridge St.
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Foods!
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Monday, February 10

There were reports of vandalism to
the interior of Fenwick at 1:25 am.
Vandals were reported at Bapst
Library shortly after 9:00 am.
At 9:42 am, a person with a
severed finger was transported from
the clinic to St. Elizabeth's Hospital
for treatment.
In McElroy, at 11:05 am, an
employee injured in a fall was
transported to the BC clinic.
At 2:18 pm, Police received reports
of an attempted break-in at Lyons
Dining area.
A burning car at Newton campus
was extinguished at 2:45 pm.
Tuesday, February 11
At 5:31 pm, a report of a fight was
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At 1:45 pm, a fire alarm was set
off at Walsh Hall by cooking
smoke.The same occured at Hillsides
AB at 5:34 pm. Both warranted a
police investigation.
'.There were reports of a break-in at
Gasson at 11:16, but police
discovered that authorized persons
were in the area.
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Wednesday, February 12

At 12:51 am, Police investigated
complaints of a disorderly person in
Hillsides AB. Alcohol was confiscated from the same area.
At 2:04 am, a person with a head
injury was transported from Fitzpatrick to the infirmary.
A car accident occurred at 10:15 on
Lower Campus.
Later, a person with a head laceration was transported from the Plex
to St. Elizabeth's Hospital.
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University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropology,
art, bilingual education, ESL, folk music
and folk dance, history,
political science, sociology, Spanish language
and literature and intensive Spanish. Six-week
session. June 30-August 8, 1986. Fully accredited program. Tuition $480. Room and
board in Mexican
home $520.
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filed in the Mods area. The incident
warranted a Police investigation, but
no fight was found. A large group of
people was discovered however.
Police remained until the group
dispersed.
At 4:13 pm, a telephone was stolen
from O'Neill.

18 & 19. 1986
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Write

Guadalajara

Summer School

1

Division o/ Chrysler Corporation

!

Education Bldg., Room 434
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-4729 or
621-4720
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He who has a thousand friends
has not a friend to spare, and he
who has one enemy will meet
him everywhere.
Ralph Waldo Emerson

Fiction

Intrepid Strangers Encroaching in the Night
by

Jim

Davey

The cockroach. Few escape his wrath.
One who spends four years at Boston College is bound to do battle with these bothersome little buggers at one time or another, for
unlike many other BC students, cockroaches
get four-year housing. For a few weeks in
September, however, I dared to think that
possibly I would go unscathed. Alas it was not
to be.
It was a night just like any other night. I
knew it was nighttime because it was dark out.
We had just finished forsaking our nightly
homework for some cinematic entertainment
on our newly rented VCR. As we geared up for
Letterman. I decided a pitcher of iced tea and
vodka would be well appreciated, so I made my
way to the kitchen to examine the existing provisions. But as I reached into the cupboard to
grab the generic iced tea mix, I was instantly
overwhelmed by a feeling of terror as I found
myself staring into the eyes of one large
cockroach.
Not real terror, mind you, but rather the kind
of feeling you get when you open up the
washing machine to find that you have turned
all your underwear pink. At first, I refused to
believe it. Then, as the roach scurried for the
protection of a dark corner, the realityof it all
hit me. We were sharing our apartment with
the insect world.
At the beginning, it was kind of fun. Well,
not fun, but not really bothersome. We became
roach sociologists. We found that the oldest
and biggest roaches lived in the dishwasher. The
little ones were forced to scurry around the corners where there was more chance of being
caught. We decided that if you are a roach and
you survive your first few days, you are in pretty good shape.
Pretty soon, however, they were everywhere.

Big ones, little ones, fat ones, skinny ones.
Some were openly hostile towards us. Some
pretended that we did not exist. We could only be pushed so far, though. The time had come
to protect what was ours. Sure we could have
called the RA's and had the room bombed of
all insectual life, but this was the easy way out.
We felt violated, cheapened by these
unwelcome intruders. We would fight them on
their own terms. It was a question of pride.
Besides, if the roaches even suspected we

DEARPUBLISHJEDOW
N EEKLY

Hope you had a great weekend, all you lovely
John,
readers. Mine was great, but actually I'm typ- Dear
In regard to "Tired of Playing Games," we
ing this on Friday so I don't know yet. The lettoo are tired of game-playing. We are two out
ters this week really rose my blood pressure for
going girls who know many guys at BC. Our
reason
you'll
one
or another as
see. Please send
problem
is not in meeting guys, it's meeting
more to McElroy 113 by campus mail, and
guys
who
want more than just a "fling."
please, no stamps.
"Flings" are for the birds! We don't have
boyfriends at home and we urge "Tired" to
Dear John,
on looking and hoping, just as we've been
keep
Saga
Hi,
The
continues.
it's me, "Still
doing. But John, where should we be looking?
Crazy." I must inform both you and your
readers that the BC athelete who wrote to Where is "Tired" looking and does he have an
equally "Tired" friend?
avenge his character due to your reply to my
Scooped for the Last Time?
letter of Feb. 3 is without a doubt an impostor.
My crush does not have a knee problem, and
S.,
does not have a 3.2. I am curious as to why Dear
Sounds
like fun about to start. If you send
some articulate soul would feel it necessary to
more information, any of you three, I'll send
defend a typical BC athelete. Aren't they big
it along.
enough to defend themselves? For the imposter's information: I did not in the past and
do not in the present make "continual passes" Dear John,
What species are the little bugs in the shower?
at men. How dare he make judgements conLord of the Flies
cerning my character! Why did he not mind his
own business? Who is the egotistical jerk
Dear L.,
anyway?
Silverfish or fungus, either way , they're not
(John adds that this is indeed the true "Still
lethal.
Crazy" writer, as she quoted a sentence that
he deleted from her previous letter).
Still Crazy but Getting Saner
Dear John,
Dear S.,
In regard to one of your letters last week, I
I had a funny feeling that guy was wrongdon't know what the "average" male BC stualthough I'm sure he's right in thinking that dent wears to bed, but I know a guy who inwomen are constantly making passes at him. sists he sleeps naked. In fact, he is quiteproud
I'm sorry I can't help you out with his identiof this fact. Do you think this is because he
ty, but personally I don't ever want to know. can't fit his oversized ego into a pair
of p.j.'s?
Good luck catching your valentine.
Doctor Dent's Daughter

were going to bomb them, who knows what
would have happened. They would probably
have held aerobics in our peanut butter. No,
conventional weapons would do just fine. We
moved swiftly.
First, we decided to starve them. We would
leave no dish unclean, no crumb unaccounted
for. Leavers of overnight dishes were to be verbally abused in the morning. For a while, we
believed ourselves victorious, but eventually the
enemy resurfaced. Obviously, we counted our
Dear Sis,
Yes, perhaps it's his ego that's too big.

roaches before they hatched. Next, we opened
up several luxurious roach motels. Just like the
commercial says, roaches checked in. Unlike
the commercial, ours brought all their friends
and had a party.
At one point we captured several of the
enemy and subjected them to horrible tortures.
We sat them down in a smokey room and shined bright lights into their eyes. We threatened
to pop them into the microwave for a few
minutes. But it was all worthless-they would
not talk.
It would not have been such a grueling struggle if we had known more about the enemy.
Roaches are such mysterious characters. If only
we had wasps, a good manly sort of bug. With
a wasp, you know whereyou stand. You want
to kill him and he wants to sting you. It is as
simple as that. With roaches, we were in the
dark. Did they want our food, our water, our
newlyrented VCR, or were they Sadist tormentors whose only pupose was to engage us in
games of pyschological warfare?
Pretty soon, we were besieged by full
batallions of the evil creatures. We began to
keep track of them on our refrigerator. One column for each of the roommates and an additional column for guests. Each kill was
worth a point, each oversized roach would be
worth up to three at the descretion of at least
three roommates and (but not more than) one
guest. Things were getting out of hand and too
much of our day was being devoted to insects.
Time to call the exterminator and drop the big
one.
Yes, eventually we survived, but our
multilegged belligerents did not leave without
a parting shot. The morning the bug man was
supposed to come, we found a roach in the
peanut butter. Doing aerobics? We're not sure.
It was, however, the only roach we found that
was wearing spandex.
protesting these outrageous and unjust tuition

increases. But the fact remains that this school
is run by and its funds controlled by trustee
members. As a private institution, if we don't
like it, we don't have to go here, do we? I suppose this is what education is coming to, in light
of Reagan's foolhardy funding cuts, colleges
have been forced to raise revenue by lucrative
schemes like enhancement of sports programs.
Since BC has a fine reputation in college sports,
can you suggest a better way to raise this
revenue?
But don't think that I support this effort.
Everyone here suffers because of the few that
are involved in this school's expensive sports
programs. I don't expect anyone else to pay for
my photography equipment, or my trips to
museums, which are all related to my major.
What is this anyway, a college or a training

Dear John,
Now that the cold New England winter has
settled in, our thoughts have turned to more
pressing matters than studying for the upcoming physics exam.
We have heard people raving about sex on
a waterbed-is it really that good? Doesn't it
get kind of wavy? If you have no experience
concerning this matter please refer this letter
to someone who does-perhaps Adonis of Higgins 611.
Of course, we are two good Catholic girls
who would NEVER dream of doing something
like this. We're just curious.
Babes in Edmonds 32?
Dear Edmonds,
I've slept on a waterbed many times, and yes, camp?
I came to love them. If you get a model with
I invite any and anyone to respond to this
baffels, however, waves will not be a problem. one for next week's column.
._

Dear John,
How on earth do the Jesuits justifythese incredible tuition increases? Why do we and our
parents have to pay for facilities we'll probably
never see, much less use? How can they set a
10 percent increase when the rate of inflation
has been less than this for a long time? Can this
obsession with money and profits be in keeping with Jesuit tradition and values? Do they
care about the students at all? And do they actually expect us to contribute even more money
as alumni? Or is it the students' fault for not
protesting vehemently?
Full of Questions.
Dear Full,
Great Letter. I wonder just how much the
students can do. The UGBC has been active

Dear John,
You were in a class of mine last semester antf
I noticed that you rarely wear shoes or
socks.
Why? Is it healthy? Do women find
this attractive? Do you have a girlfriend, and if so, does
she wear shoes?
Safely Shod
Dear S., The Bambina responds,
"I'm very sorry to hear that you had to sit
in a classroom with John, before he began to
wear socks, (Late this Fall). I don't know about
John's health, but I hope no one else's health
was seriously hurt. Yes, John has a girlfriendfor exactly as long as he continues to wear
socks."
Ucontinued to page 22
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urly ebutante

thanseismographreadings at the San Andreas
fault. What I'm struggling to locate is a warmThough Valentine's Day is not officially over blooded member of the male species who can
cope with my delightful pessimism; weakness
as this is being typed into the voracious comI
I
state
hate,
can safely
that for hideous mosaic ashtrays; endless indulgence
puter that love to
I have once again been romatically and mushily in loud, evil, crunchy noise; morbid attachment
neglected on this dreaded of festivals. The to black turtlenecks; fascination with the teas
women with whom I dwell have decided that of the world; experiments with MSG; insistence
certain guidelines must be followed in order to on bearing the children of foreign men with accorrectly conform to the immutable laws of cents; squandering mega $$$$$ on obscure
February 14. In adherance to the obdurate albums; disdain for cookie-cutter co-eds; belief
guidelines of this aforementioned day of that every human being should, at least once,
attempt to lick a frozen metal object in subcelebration/desperation, gifts are not considered official "love gifts" if from members zero weather (it's character building).
The blonde, demi-god, complete with texor spooky autosexual afficionados in beige
bathrobes. We don't (subconsciously) want tured leather jacket, was spotted today. Im"kind of like" or "tolerate" or "obligation" mediately reliving a recent fantasy concerning
the two of us and a can of chilled redi-whip,
tokens, but real life, honest-to-goodness-loveI stood with my mouth gaping cavernously
gifts. Here in the apartment we did have a Last
Supper type of meal. Or more correctly, a Last open. A heinous realization flashed through my
Dessert: a hideous heart shaped cake with pate: maybe it was never meant to be? Was I
black, commemorative roses. The atmosphere capable of handling a splendid man whose cars
was quick, festive; the carbohydrates abundant. matched his leather jackets? Olive, taupe,
Actually the social segment of my life isn't black. He's the ultimate walking justification
currently sending me to suicide row. There was of Social Darwinism: the stunning are at the
top of the heap. I am goofy and goofy I shall
many a week in which my wrists were decorated
always
be. I guess perfection makes me nerwith dotted lines and instructions: slice here.
vous. I'm the fidgety pseudo-blonde who
Perhaps my relatively human and humane attitude is responsible for this metamorphosis. chomps Bazooka while drinking shoddy white
wine at gallery openings. I don't have many
Maybe its the lowcut shirts. Regardless?its
lovely. A woman, equally disgusted with the Club Mcd anecdotes to share with women who
nibble marzipan and wear gorgeous Mary
festivities of February 14, wrote in and comdeserving
mented that someone as well
of a McFadden Egyptian dresses. I can't claim to
pleasant male as I am, must have one hidden have dined with Dave (a.k.a. David Hockney)
away. Bless your soul my child! I think so. You last night in London.
All this quasi-holiday of love business has
think so. My mother thinks so. But does HE
spurred
much apartment/roommate chats
think so?
about
love/like/obsession.
While my roomie
It's nigh impossible to find a guy who will
voluntarily put up with my downright odd was rather diligently calculating the surface area
of a rat and I was casually absorbing some Ezra
behavior. My mood swings are more erratic
by Lauren Leja

Pound, the discussion was launched. My basic
view of the situation is summarized as thus:
Women are more into falling in love than being in love. Lots of mushy stuff and goofy
secrets. The works. The grappling side of things
is pretty fun too, but to an extent. Generally,
after 45 minutes, things get a little boring, faces
get numb, limbs fall asleep, lips feel like plastic.
It doesn't matter what you may do, you probably won't be able to feel it anyway, if the
blood supply has been eradicated. Women are
into it, but don't feel like they're into it enough,
so when they are in the midst of it, they just
plod along, hoping that they will find a revelation, but then realize that one might not come
along, and so get kind of perturbed but then
realize it's okay if they are not into it, at least
not with this guy, then the guy gets mad or tells
the woman that she acts as if she's in junior
high, then everyone gets mad and then things
dissolve quickly. Lots of sulking and pouting
and uncool behavior such as this usually
follows. This is NOT saying that all encounters

are like this, but from what I've discovered in
discussions with females, these sentiments are
held by a great many. There are also a great
many wonderful, caring, RECIPROCATED
pairings on this grand globe of ours and
hopefully everyone will be involved in one
someday. I know I'm looking forward to it. But
the whole thing is a definite process ofelimination. It may sound quite cold and calculating,
but that's essentially what the world of adult
dating in the 80s is all about. I don't want to
be one of those folks who are in relationships
by default; they are afraid to be alone and stick
with the first person who is nice to them. The
known felon's sister is in this situation, but is
it better to be miserable alone or with another
person?

Sorry for the Rod McKuen digression. Pardon me if I've become didactic. I have an extra ticket for the Violent Femmes at the Orpheum. Any takers? Get in touch. This is not
a contest. Please, no wagering.

Movie Review

'Power'Generates Sleep
the soundtrack, may have been meant to emProduced by Reene Schisgal andMark Tarlov. phasize the fast pace of his life, but the sound
Starring Richard Gere, Julie Christie, Gene is largely drowned out by the snoring of the less
Hackman.
hardy members of the audience.
St. John is a high-priced media consultant
by Brian Callahan
who specializes in getting even the most unlikely
candidates elected. All that matters to him is
their ability to pay his exorbitant fee. His clients
"More addictive than any drug," claims the range from socialist candidates in third world
advertising copy for Power. Actually, this
nations to bumbling millionaires trying to buy
snoozer of a Film is about as addictive as a Bagthe governship of a western state.
gie full of oregano. Although well-intentioned,
This premise has considerable potential, and
the film never generates enough interest among the first big scene seems to promise an exciting
the audience to get across its message. Yes, this film. A spectator at a rally for the third world
is a movie with a message. Some anonymous candidate is shot down by uniformed men. The
Hollywood wit once advised, "If you have a candidate rushes to embrace the fallen man as
message, send it by Western Union." For St. John records the whole incident on video
Sidney Lumet, the director of Power, this adtape. Later, the candidate is advised by St. John
vice would have proved valuable.
to wear his bloodied shirt at future rallies. Now,
The film begins with incessant drumming. if the film had centered on this candidate's race,
Peter St. John (Richard Gere) is indulging in or any other, it would have been a great deal
his favorite pastime, drumming along to the Big more interesting. Instead, St. Johnflies between
Band sound of "Sing, Sing, Sing" as he jets a number of different candidates and thus
across the world in his private plane. The in- dissipates whatever momentary interest might
cessant beat of this drumming, which pervades have been created.

POWER?FiIm directed by Sidney Lumet.

Difficult Being Different
by

Steve Sabatini

There was a mid-afternoon quiet in the place
where he said he'd meet me. No one seemed
to be talking, you could hear the dishes in the
kitchen and the soft sound of waiter's shoes
when they walked by. Burt was ten minutes
late. I thought he might have changed his mind
and stayed home.

"Hiya." His voice was solemn and deep. I
turned around and looked at him.
"Hi, Burt," I said.
He sat down. "Order yet?" I told him I
hadn't, and he glanced at the open menu.
"The place is quiet" he said.
"Yes." I agreed.
Burt lit a cigarette and looked at his watch.
"It's kind of an in between time right now, late
for lunch, that's for sure. You hungry?"
"No, not very," I said. I was terrifically
hungry.

written in the bathroom stalls, if that's what
you mean...the AIDS thing wasn't such a fear
like it is now, and the school wasn't faced with
the recognition problem. Everything was
covered up, closeted. Actually now might be
an easier time for two guys to sit and eat
cheeseburgers and talk about homosexuality
than ever before."
"Are you Catholic?" I asked.
"Yeah, I came form a strict Irish Catholic
family. I guess I broke the mold."
"Oh," I said.
"If you are asking whether or not I'd eat this
hamburaer on Friday, I wouldn't even think
about it. I understand the committments that
the churcn nas and that Boston College has to
the church, you know...but that doesn't make
it easier to accept. Sexual orientation is sexual
orientation, no matter what the church says is
right."

He ate fast, but he spoke very slowly and
quietly. Whenever he completed a thought he'd
look straight into my eyes, waiting for a question. I was slow in delivering.
"As someone who is gay and went to BC,
can you offer any solutions for gay students

.

'Power' starring Richard Gere
Similarly, the central subplot, for therereally
is no central plot, concerns a cynical mobster's
attempt to buy himself a seat in the Senate.
There are several scenes that point to some sort
of Arab conspiracy to get him elected, but the
implication is never fully resolved or explained. And the candidate may be depicted as a
villain,but we never see enough of him to really
dislike him.
All this bouncing around from candidate to
candidate might have been used to develop the
personality of St. John. Unfortunately, Richard
Gere was cast in this part, and he has only two
facial expressions, disdainful and more disdainful. He acts as if he were doing the audience
a favor by appearing in the film. Thus, his
dramatic change in the scene is not in the least
believable or moving.
The theme of the movie, however, is an important one. The corruption of the American
political system is a pressing problem that
should be brought to the public's attention. Unfortunately, this movie cannot do so, for a
sleeping audience is not an attentive one. This
same theme has been presented before in a
much more interesting form in The Candidate.
That film's chronicle of the gradual corruption

of an idealistic politician succeededfor the same
reason that Power failed; it focused on one man
in one election. In this way, the audience's sympathies were elicited, unlike Power which
elicited only yawns.
The only redeeming feature of this movie is
the performance by Gene Hackman as Wilfred
Buckley, St. John's mentor. Not only is
Hackman a much better actor than Gere,
Wilfred Buckley is the most interesting
character in the film. He is an alcoholic media
wix with declining powers who once gave St.
John his start in the business. If the film had
been built around Buckley, it would have succeded both as an interesting drama and as an
indictment of dishonesty in politics, for Buckley
exhibits some residual idealism despite his
amoral profession.
While Power cannot be faulted for its committment to honesty, it can only be described
as a soporific 1980's version of Mr. Smith Goes
to Washington. Sidney Lumet, who has
directed such fine films as Twelve Angry Men
and Network, should, in the future, concentrate
more on creating a dramatically engaging movie
and, perhaps, utilize the sevices of Western
Union.

.

"I'm gonna have, whatever they call this
thing, this mega cheese bacon burger delux."
We both laughed. "Me too," I said, "it'll be
an in betv. Jen kind of meal."
Burt looked at me for the first time. It was
a slow, sincere, calculated look. "Look," he at BC now?"
"No, I don't...to tell the truth, I think there's
said, "this isn't easy. These aren't easy times."
always
going to be a struggle with our faith and
I asked him what he meant. "I mean especialeducation,
and the way we view homosexuali
ly on BC's campus, with the parochial fears and
the...just the attitude. Now the university has ty. When I was in college I
afraid;
to take a stance, bla-bla-bla, you know, it's just any relationships I had were u: jhly secretive.
not an easy time for two guys to get together I think that's changing. Slowiy, more people
are willing to let it be known. But ignorance
to tajk about homosexuality."
and fear are still there, just by the nature of
I asked him if it was any easier when he went religious training and backround. I went to
to Boston College. "The same messages were
Catholic school and I've been a teacher in the

public schools here for six years. There's a Catholic faith, so the next step is acceptance."
definite difference in the way you're taught to
He lit up a cigarette. "You like the Celtics?"
look at things. I think it's just the nature of he asked.
our religious training and belief that'll always
"I like the Knicks," I said. He laughed.
make it a little difficult to be gay at BC."
"You gotta admit, there's nobody like Bird,
can you believe him?"
I asked Burt if being gay bothered him.
"No. Sometimes I can't. You want dessert?"
"No," he said, "not as much as it once had.
"Yeah, sure," he said. "Hey, did you notice
Being different and being in a place that makes you can't hear our waiter's shoes squeak when
it difficult to be different is a challenge. It's he walks by anymore?" and he smiled.
"Yeah, I did." We laughed and ordered
a gutsy move to study at BC if you are
homosexual. You certainly can't change the some coffee.
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Movie Review

Goldie Hawn's Formula Fails for 'Wildcats'
WILDCA TS?Film directed by Michael Ritchie. Starring Goldie Hawn, James Keach, and
Swoosie Kurtz. Playing at the Sack Theatres.
by J. Douglas Hopper

The blueprint for a Goldie Hawn movie is
as follows: Place a naive but resilient woman
(Hawn, of course) in an unfamiliar, challenging situation. Throw in numerous obstacles, antagonists and colorful eccentrics. With the support of the aforementioned eccentrics, Hawn
triumphs over the aforementioned obstacles
and antagonists. Wildcats follows this formula
to the letter, and though it is an undeniably enjoyable movie, it never amounts to anything
more.
Hawn's alter ego this time around is Molly
McGrath, the girls' track coach at a suburban
Chicago high school. When the opportunity
arises to coach junior varsity football, Molly
applies for the position. Angered that she is
passed over for the job, she decides to take a
coaching position at Central High, an inner city
school with a bad reputation. After winning the
trust of the tough but big-hearted team
members, Molly coaches them on to victory.
Michael Ritchie, who has directed such
sports-oriented films as The Bad News Bears
and Semi-Tough, keeps the movie going at a
quick pace. As always, Hawn is a pleasure to

watch. To her credit, she avoids the giggly
blonde stereotype that has been present in many
of her movies. Her character, Molly McGrath,
is a smart and determined woman, but we never
lose the feeling that this is Goldie Hawn. The
supporting cast is straightjacketed by the
predictability of their roles. The young actors
who play Central High's Wildcats are never
allowed to get beyond the jock cliches of Ezra
Sacks' script. Even the fine comic actress
Swoosie Kurtz, as Molly's sister, is reduced to
playing cheerleader to Molly and her team.
The idea of a woman coaching an inner city
football team is full of dramatic possibilities,
but Wildcats never tries to achieve anything
close to realism. One team member's involvement in a robbery is treated as a comic situation, and the problems of drugs, poverty and
racial tension are simply ignored. Wildcats was
never meant to be a drama, but avoiding any
mention of serious issues hurts the film as a
comedy. Molly McGrath's triumph seems
hollow and unearned, because it was never in
question to begin with.
Ultimately, the responsibility for thefailure
of Wildcats falls on Hawn's shoulders. Her
popularity has given her the clout to make the
movies that she wants to make?indeed, her
own production company was in charge of
Wildcats. It's a shame that she is still relying
on the Goldie Hawn Formula. It works, but
we've seen it before.

Dance Review

Dance Expands Limits

KRAUS AND... Performance company
created by Rozann Kraus. Music played by
flautist Daniel Epstein and guitarist Robert
Sullivan. Performed at theBoston Shakespeare
Theatre on February 14 as one ofDance Umbrella's winter season.
?

by Ellen Roggensack

The excitement mounts as the stage waits
black and bare. The shadowy figures glide
through the darkness to their places. The audience is held in suspense until the lights flash
on, the music begins and the dancers spring to
life. It is the opening night for Kraus and... ,a
performance company that combines modern
dance, music, theatre, and improvisation with
great skill and imagination.
The concert began with Epstein and Sullivan
seated on the left corner of the stage, flute and
guitar in hand. The five female dancers, clad
in unitards of red, black, and gray, began to
dance to the sound of their own chaotic talking, until the musicians began and the jibberish
subsided.
The next number held me spellbound as one
woman, dressed in army khakis and a T-shirt
danced with clean, staccato movement to a
speech recorded by Elizabeth Stanton from the
Women's International League for Peace and
Freedom in 1888. As two other dancers joined, the first recording began again and then
again, overlapping the original. The piece was
inspiring and moving, and is a credit to Ms.
Kraus' creativity and choreography.
The next piece was a flute and guitar duet,
with the musicians center stage. Their perfor-

mance had a folk-type quality which was lively and enjoyable. The contrast between this and
the next number was startlingly effective.
In the next piece Ms.Kraus stood center stage
in darkness, a spotlight illuminated her upper
body. With her long, brown hair falling across
her shoulders and feet firmly fixed in place, her
torso and arms began to move slowly, almost
imperceptably. Shefilled the music by touching
her face and hair. These simple gestures were
performed with emotion, fluidity, and grace.
These are examples of the diverse ideas expressed by Kraus
and
Their other
numbers incorporated narration, told stories,
and elicited laughter from the crowd. They were
chaotic, full of spontaneity and fun; performed to everything from The Cackle Sisters' country western, to the dramatic chords from the
king of instruments, the organ.
Kraus and...'s performance is unorthodox,
but not as extraordinary as their "rags-toriches" history. Rozann Kraus didn't start
dance until the late age of nineteen, because it
was frowned upon by her family. However,
after graduating with a psychology major/French minor she teamed up with Epstein
while they were studying in Nice, France. They
wanted to extend the limits of dance, theater,
and music in such a way as to enthuse audiences
and rejuvenate support for the arts. They have
done just that, and have received national
recognition for their work.
Kraus and...expanded the limits of dance far
beyond the traditional barriers that even
modern dance has established. Anyonewho enjoys the theater in dance and drama will enjoy
Kraus and...'s concert for its vitality and
imagination.

Music Review

Goldie Hawn and Tab Thacker in 'Widcats'.

WZBC's Musical Notes
by Kevin Bruen

Here is a list of some bands and their records
that are causing a stir at 'ZBC and gathering
attention around the country with thefans of
new music. I hope the listing will be a regular
occurance so that those who think that the
Smiths and Suicidal Tendencies are "really
cool" might open their ears to less popular
music, the idea being that you might find out
about another * lreally cool" band.

Bauhaus. The 12" is much better produced
than previous releases and has more "rock and
roll" feel to it as well.

Squirrel Bait UP? This debut release commanded instant attention with killers like "Sun
God" and "Final Chapter". Bob Mould from
Husker Du was quoted as saying,"The Squii
rel Bait LP is as good as any stuff we've done,"
which is nothing to sneeze at. In any case, for
those of us who think Spin is the bible of new
Big Black? The new 7" single from Chicago's music, even they like this one.
loudest trio that won't be on their upcoming
Homestead LP "Atomizer" is definitely worth Cult LP Love? Actually this record is a few
a listen or ten. Big Black has a sound similar months old, but is still getting attention from
to sheet metal tearing in the cortex of your thedj'satZBC. Lead cuts are "Nirvana" and
brain. If you hate your roommates, get it. If "Rain" (You've probably seen the video to
you're really curious, listen to 90.3. It gets "She Sells Sanctuary" on V66). WZBC was
playing the hell out of it in May of '85 a> an
played so much you're bound to hear it.
import, as we did with "How Soon is Now"
Jesus and Mary Chain LP Psycftoeaady? This by the Smiths in August of '84 when it was
is a domestic release of previously released released on the B-side of the "William it was
British singles along with some new stuff. Really Nothing" 12".
Although I've never seen them live, reports say
that they are pretty dull and not too nice to the
OTHER GOOD STUFF
crowd. Judge for yourself, as they will be in
O-Positive "Only Breathing"
Boston again in the spring. The band's heavy
Turbines "Last Dance Before Highway"
feedback sound works really well on vinyl and
Long Ryders "State of Our Union"
should be checked out.
Flowerpotmen 12"
Zulus
EP
Xmal Duetsland 12" Sequenz? The German
Hoodoo
Gurus "Mars Needs Guitars"
4AD,
band's first release not on
the British

-

?

Handel and Haydn Society Earn Applause
by Caroline Collins

The Handel and Haydn Society held their second concert of the 1985-86 orchestral season
on the twelfth. For this concert, the artistic
director, Thomas Dunn, and the regular orchestra were joined by guest harpsichordist
Mark Kroll. Both Mr. Kroll and Mr. Dunn are
currently serving on the faculty of Boston

University's music departments after having
traveled and taught over much of North
America and Europe. The program reflected
the great of knowledge of these men, drawing
from time periods ranging from the neoBaroque to the romantic.
The first piece performed was Bach's "Concerto in D Minor." The piece, written for harpsichord and chamber orchestra, was wellperformed but acoustically disappointing.
Chamber music, which is meant to be played
in a chamber or a small hall, is simply overwhelmed in Symphony Hall. The orchestra
members appeared lost among the empty chairs
set up for the larger works, and the sound,
although clear, seemed to be coming from a
distance. In its favor, the members were obviously enthusiastic about their playing, and
about playing with Mr. Kroll. The Concerto is
an excellent choice to highlight a harpsichordist, as it is continuously upbeat and lyrical.
As the orchestra grew with each succeeding
piece, the sound quality grew proportionately
better. The next number in the program,
Tschaikovsky's "Serenade Opus 48," was
much more enjoyable simply because it was
easier to see and hear the orchestra. The second
and fourth movements of this four-movement

piece, a "Walzer" and a "Finale" respectively, were some of the highlights of the evening.
Unlike the "Concerto in D Minor," the "Opus
48" switched tempo with every movement,
changing from a sonatina to a waltz and again
to an elegy before the finale. The orchestra
handled the transition from one style to another
well, moving without hesitation from one to the
other, but also without hurrying.
The final number, "the Concert Champetre"
of Francis Poulenc, proved to be the most
challenging and interesting piece of the evening's program. "The Champetre," written as
a satire on the flowery romanticism popular in
eighteenth-century music and culture, juxtaposes a traditional harpsichord line against
a much different orchestral score. This was the
largest production of the evening, and it had
by far the best sound. The harpsichord and the
orchestra, although sometimes in almost direct
contrast, remained complementary to one
another, even though hearing the delicate
sounds of the harpsichord played alongside the
more brassy elements of the orchestra is
somewhat unsettling for those unaccustomed
to it."The Concert Champetre" endied in
keeping with its unorthodox line?instead of
ending with a great swelling of the orchestra,

the harpsichordist alone gently brings the piece
to a close.
The array of the concertgoers was an in-

teresting sideline to the concert itself. The audience ran the gamut from impoverished
undergraduates (me) to the mink-and-diamond
set. The elegant music, played in the equally
elegant setting of Symphony Hall, earned
vigorous applause and provided an enjoyable
evening's entertainment.
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\u25a0 continued from page 19
Dear John,
Is it too much to ask for the Gasson bell

schedule?

Quasimoto

Dear Q.,
In light of the recent tuition increases, the

famous "Gasson Rolex" has been sold to an
unsuspecting freshman, to pay for campus "improvements". The bells run on a Timex now.
Dear John,
Is it faster

to Boston,

or by bus?

Dear John,
How come I never see you on campus? Is
your bambina keeping you up late or are you
trying to keep a low profile due to the mobs
of columnist idol-seekers?
Still Looking

Dear Veronica,
Well, it's fine with me as long as no-one puts
an eye out.
Dear John,
Where are all my socks? Do we all go down
to Roberts Center to claim them? Is there a
form to fill out?

Au Naturel

Dear Au,

Interrogate your roommate for their
whereabouts. The one with the shifty eyes.

Venetian Court Resort Apartments

:> Heights

j:

ii Tuesday

j|

ji
:i: Review
Meeting ii

63 Isle of Venice, Fort Lauderdale,
Florida 33301

? Ten minutes walk to the strip along
E. Las Olas Blvd. (% mile).
? Apartments, efficiencies, hotel rooms
all around $20 per person per night.
? Heated pool, BBQ's, laundry, cable TV,
Daily Maid Service.

i

5:00

ii

|

Dear John,
I have a problem, I am a female, not
overweight, but I can eat as much as most guys
I know. My boyfriend says I have a simply
luscious body. Well, why do the servers always
give guys more food? It really pisses me off.
Dear John,
I pay the same, I should be able to chow to my
We're a little concerned with all the gay heart's content! Can anything be
done?
publicity going around. We think it's time to
in the Mods
Malnourished
close the door on the out of the closets. I can't
tell anymore if a guy says "Hey how you do- Dear M,
ing?", if he's being cool or giving me a quick
Tell the manager and demand equal rights.
one-liner. Is there something that can be done Only then will you receive enough to quench
to warn a straight guy if a "flame" is on the your healthy desire.
Maybe
prowl?
they could wear funny hats or
something. Please respond.
The Dodge Boys
Dear Boys,
It sounds as if you're afraid that you may
act in some way that will attract homosexuals.

CALL COLLECT (305) 525-2223
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0l

Criminological
Displacements
Video?text

II

test prep services
118 newbury St.

boston, mass. 02116
(61 7) 266-5082

i

Get Acquainted with Us
Before You Get Acquainted
with Each Other

I
§

!

REPRQ;
i

If not, then why do you need to be warned?
What are you afraid of? I equate your dilemna with that of "salesman paranoia". If you're
not looking to buy, then you can't be sold
anything. By suggesting wearing funny hats, I
suppose then you would support racism, sexism, and xenophobia. Or perhaps homosexuals
should wear yellow stars?

Dear Still,
Well, I haven't seen you either. But seriously, you know I don't live on campus and I work
at a studio and so on, it's a long story.

Lost

Dear Lost,
Each way, being the same, and whenever I
go.

j

Otherwise the socks probably just "walked
away" like Mom used to say.

Dear John,
Why is it o.k. for guys but not for girls?
The gorgeous one who chews on ice

Z>eft«r Showing
Afumiy Conference
Room
This Wednesday?
7pm

Dear John,
I've been feeling really depressed latelyfrom
lack of a boyfriend. I know all p' out how a
boyfriend won't make me happy unless I like
myself, but I'd like to have one anyway to care
for and to share things with. Another thing that
adds to the depression is thefact that I've only been semi involved with two guys and I feel
really unattractive to males. People tell me I'm
pretty and I'm friendly with guys, but my selfesteem is still low because nothing comes of it.
Would you suggest how I might bring my selfesteem up?

Raindrop

Dear Raindrop,
Probably the best thing for you to do is to
get out and do things. Forget about how bad
you feel and look around at what's available.
You've got to get out and meet people, talk,
and learn what others are doing these days. The
more active you are, the better you will feel
about yourself.
Thanks for the letters.
Eccolo, che va via.
John.

GET A COMPLETE HAIRSTYLE (Shampoo - CUT - BLOWDRY)
AT OUR REGULAR LOW PRICE AND YOUR COMPANION
GETS HIS/HERS FREE. BY APPOINTMENT ONLY. BOTH AT THE
SAME TIME. WITH THIS COUPON ONLY. NOT GOOD FRIDAY
OR SATURDAYS. THIS OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 27, 1986.
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A private practice devoted to
reproductive medicine.
Because with some matters
it's privacy that counts.
? Free Pregnancy Testing
? Birth Control
* Premenstrua Syndrome
Giving private care for less
tnan c m c care Don* y° u
deserve the best?

'-

Reasonable tees. Evening hours.
1297 Beacon St., Brookline, MA 02146
(at Coolidge Corner)

731-0060
]

j Get Acquainted Special!
? Complete GYN Exam
?

I

!
!

?
?,?

.?.

Study in Ireland

TAP Smear

\u25a0 Birth Control

Counseling
Diaphragm or One Cycle
of Birth Control Pills

ii

Abbey Theatre Summer Workshop

June 23

- July 27 1986

<!
'!'
'->

ii Six credits in:
English
jj
or Speech Communications & Theatre
. il
or Irish Studies
!i
j ii EFFECTIVE COST: $400
I

I

$45.00
!

ii

j:

l"X>

i:
|i!'

ii

ii
ii
ii

Applications due: March Ist
See Professsor Kristin Morrison jj
Carney 429
552-3732
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ClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifieds
Child Care Worker April 28-May 31,
1986, Dedham. Requires a loving,
caring disposition. One infant to care
for, Monday-Friday, 40-45 hours.
Seeking Child Care Loving, responsible person to care for 6 month old Good salary. Must have references
baby girl, 15 hrs. per week. Coolidge which reflect experiencewith infants.
Corner near T and bus. Light Call for further information. Mrs.
Piccolo, evenings 326-8203 , days
housekeeping. Non-smoker prefer552-3449.
red. Long-term relatinnshin cm.oht
References. 738-1848. Also seeking
Camp Counselors Directors of camps
sitter for occasional evenin Maine and West Virginia, on camings/weekends.
pus soon interviewing for positions
Jobs With Peace. SANE, the oldest in athletics, water-sports, tripping,
antinuclear lobby, is looking for crafts, karate, pioneering, lacrosse,
committed students to train as ac- music, skiing. Call, in Boston,
tivists. Good pay. Part time, 5-10 769-4685 to arrange for interview.
pm. Call 354-2169.
Top salary, benefits. Timber Ridge
Camps, Camp Matapone, Kamp
Overseas Jobs. Summer, yr. round. Koitut.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia.
All fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. APARTMENTS/ROOMMATES
Free info. Write IJC, PO Box
52-MA-6 Corona Del Mar, CA.
92625.
Roommate wanted. Male. 200 Yards
from Main Campus. 226 Comm.
Summer Jobs In Alaska. Good Aye., Newton. Call Mike or Joe
money. Many opportunities! 969-5107.
Employer listings, 1986 Summer
Employment Guide. $5.95. Alasco, Single and double rooms available.
Males only. Closest off-campus
Box 30752, Seattle, WA 98103.
housing to BC. $200 and $180/mo.
Resident
camD
help
Summer
wanted.
includes utilities. 5 minutes from
in the Pocono Mountains of Penn- main gate. Call O'Leary at 332-6905.
silvania. Looking for exceptional
staff for this summer season. General Roommate Wanted 31 South St. Two
counselors and specialists needed. bedroom Apt. 1. Close to BC bus line
Contact Shelly Edwards at Student and MBTA B,C,D Greenlines. Fully furnished. $175 month. Available
Services, 552-3154.
immediately. 964-2762 or 783-0604
Supervise two boys Ages 7 and 10,
M, W, F, 3 to 5. T, Th, 1-5. Roommate Wanted to fill vacancy.
Immediate opening. Cleveland Cir332-5728. $5/hr.

HELP WANTED

.

cle. Spacious, convenient, rent very
negotiable. Call Adam, 739-9016.
Summer on Cape Cod , two roommates needed to share house in West
Yarmouth, walking distance to route
228 and Seagull Beach. Call Bill
489-1255 after 7:00 or leave a
message.

Two male roommateswanted for one
bedroom. $125 each. February free.
No lease. All utilities included. 35
South St. Call Tom 323-8738.
SERVICES
The Terminal Exchange rents computer terminals! You can access your
school's computer (or any other)
from home! Call today for all the information with no obligaton!
731-6319.
Guitar lessons- Blues, popular, folk,
ragtime, and acoustic styles. Experienced teacher and local performer. Call for info. Cindy Moore
734-3532.

.

Does food control your life? Gain
control with supportive and directive
counseling. Judith M. Weisman,
M.Ed. 731-3305.
Spend the summer and/or 1986-87
school year in sunny Spain Quality
instruction at economy prices.

Business Administration, Hispanic
Studies, Arts and Sciences. Graduate
courses in Hispanic Studies offered
in July. Contact: Admissions, St.
Louis University, 221 N. Grand Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63103. Toll-free tel.:
(800) 325-6666.
Professional editorial services: Clean,
high-quality editing of thesis-level
manuscripts. Proofreading and light
rewriting also. Call 254-7862.

332-3307.

Musical Instruments; Guitars- Fender
Telecaster,s4oo, Aria Pro 2, $175,
Washburn
$250.
Acoustic,
Amplifiers-Peavey Duece 125 Watts.
M6O. Peavey 65 Watt, $250. Drums-5 piece w/ Zyljiand $200. Ask for
Robert 848-0599.

PERSONALS

Lost: small, gold pinky ring with the
initial Non it. Reward offered for it's
return. Call 964-2186.

Big East Tournament Tickets
Wanted! Top dollar paid. Call Scan
at 964-2762. Four day pass needed.

Professional typing. Term papers,
cover letters, etc...
Best price & quality. 926-4294.

Pregnant? Free adoption counseling,
World Adoption Services, 161
Auburn street, Newton, MA.

Young Travellers Newsletter! Includes 800 no., travel partner service,
features on exotic overseas budget
travel, work, study! Send check
($l2/yr.) to: Y.T.N., PO Box 3887,
New Haven, CT. 06525.

LOST & FOUND

FOR SALE

reports, resumes,

Poinsetta Beach Inn. In the heart of
the Fort Lauderdale Strip, at the
ocean in the action. Student discounts. 1-305-527-1800.

Women's Nordica ski boots, size B Vi,
excellent condition, only $60. Call
Terri at 964-9529.

Maude,
How's life in the zone? Where's

Olin 870 skis. 180 cm. Mint condition. Tyrolia 360Dbindings, must sell
$200. Call Joe 964-1260.

the BATCAVE, where's WHAM
playing in your new place?
Miss you,
Votre Amies

Must sell (moving) Vector research
tape deck and radio receiver.
Fabulous condition. $150 apiece,
$300 both. 964-4896 Holly, leave

To the girl glancing at Jim,
Good Luck!! I had a crush on Jim
MacGilvrary for two years and got
nowhere.

message.

Events and Announcements
WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

Talk and Discussion: What Good The Lesbian/Gay community will
Are Swamps Anyway? McGuinn sth not meet officially. We will attend the
fl. lounge, 7 pm. Sponsored by the UGBC Sexuality Forum. See The
Environmental Action Center.
Bullet for details.

Italian dinner at Murray House at
5:30. All the pasta, salad,bread, and
soda you can eat- plus a movie after-

Attention music lovers! There will be
Promise of Deliverance." Discussion a general meting held by the Musical
on the Gospel and it's meaning for Guild ofBoston College in Lyons 428
us. Bring your lunch!! 12:00 , at 4 pm.
McGuinn 118
There will be an organizational
Information session concerningNavy meeting of the English Majors'
opportunities tonight in Cushing Association in Gasson, The Honors
Hall. Rm 228/Rm 229, 5-6:00 pm. Library at 6:00.

The Organization for International
Student Affairs, OSIA, is attending
the Harvard National Model United
Nations, that will be held from today
until Sunday at the Copley-Marriot
Hotel.

Lenten Lunches With Luke: "The

BC Radio Theater-Live radio drama
at 5:30 pm. on WZBC--90.3 FM.

wards! All for only $2.00!!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

resumes... Free, all majors welcome.
McGuinn Aud. 7:00 pm. Feb. 18 &
19.

Employment Office March 3-14.
Law students may also sign up in
M3OB Stuart during the same dates.

"Why The Nuclear Arms Race
Doesn't Matter" with Patrick Withen
and Bill Schwartz, Feb. 24, 12-1:30,
McGuinn 415, Brown Bag Lunch
Series.

Interested Junior Year Abroad
Students: Helen Humphries of
Higher Education in Europe will
speak to students Tuesday, February
25th from 7 to 9 pm. in Gasson 306.

BC Film Board presents "Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof." Friday at 7:30 pm.
and Saturday at 7:30 and 10 pm. in
McGuinn Auditorium, and Sunday
at 7 pm. in Barry Pavilion. Special
Sneak Preview!! Friday at 10 pm. in
McGuinn, "House" will be shown.

A View From The Heights. Public affairs programming with punch,
power, and provocative points of
view. Listen, call-in, be heard. Every
Thursday, 5:00 pm. WZBC, 90.3
FM.

Students Interested in participating in
BusinessWeek's Guide to CareersJob the Summer College Work-Study
Search Workshop. Live speakers & Program must sign up in the student
video demonstration of interviewing,

!!
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PROCTER & GAMBLE

ii Computer Science Academy ii

In Association With

CAREER
NIGHT

THE MARKETING ACADEMY...
...WILL ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT
CAREER IN = SALES MANAGEMENT

=

? TALK ONE ON ONE WITH FIVE DIFFERENT LEVELS
OF P & G's MANAGEMENT
? WITNESS AN ACTUAL P & G SALES PRESENTATION
? LEARN WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A COMPANY

ALL MAJORS!!!

ATTENTION: Freshman, Sophomores & Juniors

TIME: 4:30 PM
DATE: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26
PLACE: SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
HONOR'S LIBRARY, FULTON HALL

iiWhen: Wednesday, February 19 I

II
7:00 - 9:00 pm
| Expect to see such companies as: jj
II

il Apple

Computer

ii Arthur Anderson & Co.
I Digital Equipment & Co.
: Leading Edge Products
ii MITRE Corporation

and more... |;

ii All Students of All Majors Welcome!! i|

ii
ii Dress to Impress and Bring Resumes ii
;i

ii

ii:;

$1.00 Donation at Door

I
;
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